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Abstract
The aim of this research is to design and evaluate a text-free online map interface for illiterate
people and non-local-language speakers. The use of online maps is developing rapidly and while
a large majority of people are using these applications, there are many illiterate people who find
them extremely difficult to use due to their inability to read the text on the maps. Symbols and
audio are two methods that can be used to replace the reliance on traditional text. The research
conducts two surveys to define the suitable symbol type and identify features for online map
design; designs a set of text-free online map applications and finally, evaluates each designed
map application based on a sample of 90 participants (Native English Speakers, non-English
Speakers and Illiterate People). The results illustrate that illiterate people find it more difficult to
use the online map application compared with literate people. Text-free online map interfaces
are necessary to support illiterate people and the map that included both symbol and audio was
the most suitable type of text-free online map.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview
Online map technologies change frequently and the number of online map applications has
increased dramatically (e.g. Google Maps, Yahoo Maps, and OpenStreetMap are all mature
applications). Electronic maps are able to help people with positioning, navigation, and route
planning. However, there are many illiterate people in the world who cannot read or use any
text-based map interface and a large number of non-local-language speakers who travel
internationally but are unable to expertly read the text or use text-based interfaces in the
countries to which they travel. For both illiterate people and non-local-language speakers,
text-free interfaces are strongly preferred over standard text-based interfaces. Audio, video,
static drawings and photography are all able to assist in information sharing for these groups.
They may benefit from improved map technologies that allow them to use online maps and
plan their journeys. Text-free online map interfaces are a vital tool to support them in wayfinding.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Illiterate People
Illiterate people are not able to read or write text ( Fingeret, 1983; Elmeroth, 2003; Cooter, 2006) and
almost all of them have very low skills in using electronic devices such as computers, mobile phones
and tablets (Lohse, 1998; Benseman, 2011). For example, Benseman found that women with Entry 2level literacy have few opportunities to use computers and only 18.5% of illiterate people with both
Level 1 document literacy and numeracy have computer skills (Benseman, 2011). Although literacy
levels have increased in recent years, there are still a large number of illiterate people in the world. In
2009, more than 700 million adults (Warrilow, 2009) lacked sufficient education in English or another
major language to read text and use interfaces. In 2011, 897 million illiterate people could not read or
write, with 569 million (63.4%) being female and 123 million (13.7%) being young people (less than
15 years old) (UIS, 2013). In 2013, illiteracy affected over 785 million adults in the world, with 518
million people being women (Speaking Books, 2013), which means 20% of adults worldwide are
illiterate, and 66% of illiterate people are women. As of 2015, the proportion of illiteracy dropped to
17%, two thirds of them being women (UIS, 2015). The illiterate people in developed countries are
| 1/1/2016

much fewer than in developing countries (Frewer, 2014). UNESCO Institute for Statistics uses a
histogram to show the correlation between national wealth and literacy rate, which illustrates that
countries with a higher GDP have a higher literacy rate (UIS, 2013). The South and West Asia, SubSaharan Africa, and the Arab States have a concentration of nearly 98% illiterate people (e.g. Benin,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Guyana) and some developed countries are also facing
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the problem of growing illiteracy (e.g. in the US, more than 93 million people had low literacy skills
in 2013 (Speaking Books, 2013), while there were only 15 million illiterate people with very low
reading skills in 1992 (Weiss, 1992)). Kozol said the largest number of illiterate adults is found to be
white and native-born Americans, such as in Boston, Massachusetts where illiterate adults occupy
40% of the population. Moreover, a large number of functionally illiterate adults live in the world
with low reading skills and need the assistance of the government (Kozol, 2011).
In New Zealand, teenagers generally have good reading levels. In 1981, Guthrie compared the
different reading levels in New Zealand, US and Iran based on age groups of 14 and 18. Reading
volume and speed were two indicators for evaluation. Final results showed the reading level of
teenagers in New Zealand was much higher than that of other countries studied. The main illiterate
people in New Zealand were adults (Guthrie, 1981).
Illiterate people are more likely to have poor health and high mortality rates. The relationships among
illiterate adults is interdependent and it is difficult for them to conceptualize life (Fingeret, 1983)

without reading and writing skills. Weiss conducted quantitative research to prove that low reading
skill levels can affect physical health significantly. The main reason for this phenomenon is that
illiterate people cannot read the information on foods or medicines, so it is difficult for them to make
healthy decisions in their work, private life and diet (Weiss, 1992). Millions of US people are
functionally illiterate and most are more likely to be older, poorer and have various health problems
Studies show that illiterate people are more likely to contribute to crime compared with literate
people. In order to discover the relationships between illiterate people and crime, Graff investigated
the cases of criminals with different levels of literacy. Results showed that a larger percentage of
criminals are people that can neither read nor write compared to literate people. Graff said that
illiterate people are more likely to cause crimes than educated people (Graff, 1977).

1.2.2 Non -local-language Speakers
Compared with illiterate people, many non-local-language speakers have good independent living
skills. They can read text interfaces with their own language, they don’t particularly lack education
and are no more likely to commit crimes than the general population (Alptekin, 1986; Hornberger et
al., 1996). However, when in an area that does not speak a language they know, they may also find it
difficult to use a map interface. Map interfaces may present place names in a character set that the

1.2.3 Mapping Technology and Text -free Interfaces
Mapping technology is evolving rapidly and the facilities offered by mature online mapping software
applications like Google Maps, Yahoo Maps, and OpenStreetMap are becoming increasingly popular

| 1/1/2016

user does not know, and features may be presented in the local language (e.g. search bar).

and advanced. Compared with traditional maps, electronic maps can help people with positioning,
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navigation and choosing transport modes. In order to convert people’s mental maps
(conceptualizations of space) into real space, during the last 20 years, mapping technology has
evolved rapidly and the facilities offered by mature online mapping software applications have helped
people learn how to use maps (Fisher, et al., 2007; Hunsberger, et al., 2015). These are useful for
improving lives. However, there are many illiterate people in the world who cannot read or use any
interface containing text. With maps people may not be able to know where they are, how to get to
their destination, and it can become dangerous if they are lost. The growth of online map technologies
and categories in current years has provided assistance in learning basic geography and map-using. In
the past 15 years, the usage of online maps has increased dramatically. Online Google Maps was used
by 71.5 million people and Google Earth by 22.7 million people at the end of 2007 (Wall Street
Journal 2007), and there were more than 50,000 new websites based on Google Maps in 2007 (Tran
2007). Compared with traditional maps, online maps provide many useful dynamic functions to allow
people to access and use geographic information much more easily (e.g. the Search Bar for searching
for a place, Route Planning illustrates how to travel to a desired place, and Positioning for knowing
one’s location). The API of online map is a flexible tool with reasonable speed for developing
destination-specific online services. For mobile tools, the computing power and wireless connections
of small devices are the bottlenecks when communicating with online services (Berthold, 2009). More
than 50,000 new websites based on Google Maps were created and 43% of mashups apply the Google
Maps API (Tran, 2007; Svennerberg, 2010). The two main drawbacks of online map applications are
the application developer utilizes open source methods are not suitable for data sources in the format
of a commercial database stored on a secure data server (e.g. XML, Fusion Tables, CSV, or KML)
and use of the Maps API platform lack of sophisticated functionalities and intuitive user interfaces
that can offer the user the capability to manipulate the data (Hu, 2013; Verma P).
For illiterate people and non-local-language speakers, text-free interfaces may be more suitable than
standard text-based interfaces (Medhi and Toyama., 2006). Audio (voice annotation) gives important
assistance for supporting a text-free interface, and audio explanations could help illiterate people
understand the meaning of the corresponding interface more accurately (Medhi and Toyama, 2007).
Illiterate people may not be able to use general online maps (e.g. Google or Yahoo) since they may
not be able to read place names, which is a big restriction when travelling. People may need special
symbols or dynamic functions like positioning or audio to replace the words on maps in order to

| 1/1/2016

discover their position and their destination for improving their travelling experience.

1.2.4 The Need for Text-free Maps to Help Illiterate People and Non local-language Speakers to Find the ir Way Around
Currently, universal signs that are pictorial and widely understood and text-free maps are two main
methods to help illiterate people and non-local-language speakers to find their way around. However,
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both are limited. Universal signs only illustrate current or nearby landmarks, and the development
and availability of text-free map technology lags far behind that of text-maps and there is no specific
text-free category with new technology to replace the text for illiterate people and non-local-language
speakers (e.g. audio or symbol functions to replace the text, positioning and navigation). In addition,
previous work has not yet evaluated whether text-free maps are not really necessary for illiterate
people and non-local-language speakers, and if so, which kind of text-free map is most suitable.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
The aim of the project is to design and evaluate text-free maps for illiterate people, and to consider
whether these might also be useful for non-local-language speakers. The process includes defining
how maps should be designed (e.g. using only symbols, using only audio, or using symbols with text),
designing each defined map, and running user experience testing to evaluate maps. Finally, the results
of the evaluation will illustrate which kinds of text-free maps would best suit illiterate people and
non-local-language speakers. The objectives are shown below:
a) By studying the literature, define the main potential categories of text-free maps (e.g. audioonly, symbol-only) that will be designed and evaluated.
b) Define and design the suitable symbols for landmarks on text-free maps.
c) Design text-free maps and text maps for comparison.
d) Explore the best kinds of text-free maps for illiterate people and non-local-language speakers
through corresponding surveys and discover the best methods for improving text-free maps.

1.4 Research Questions
Previous research has not yet addressed the question of whether illiterate people can use online maps
as effectively as literate people and hence whether they are necessary or useful for the former group,
and if they are, what form they should take. Furthermore, the question of whether text free maps are
also useful for non-local-language speakers (e.g. tourists, migrants) has not been considered
previously. The specific research questions we address are:
1. What are the differences between using online map interfaces for literate and illiterate people?
2. Is it necessary to develop a text-free online map interface for illiterate people?
3. Which kind of text-free map is most suitable for illiterate people?
4. Is a text-free map easily and effectively used by non-local-language speakers, over a text map?

speaking people?

| 1/1/2016

5. How do text-free maps of different types compare to textual maps for literate, local-language
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2 Literature Review
This Section discusses previous research in the area, and provides relevant background theory.

2.1 Conveying Information in Text -free Interfaces
A text free interface is an interface with no text, that instead uses components without words, like
images and audio. Such interfaces have proven successful for users who have very low reading skills
(Elmeroth, 2003; Cooter, 2006). Text provides an unambiguous mode for literate people to interact
with a computer device and may offer accompanying improvements in reading skills (Head, 2012).
Semiliterate users can combine text with audio to aid in the use of the interface. Audio can help
people gradually grasp the meaning of text. Experiments have been conducted in which the interface
uses audio that is gradually reduced over several hours, and ultimately combined to create a text and
audio interface. In this way, semiliterate users can become accustomed to word recognition (Findlater,
2009). However, compared with literate and semiliterate people, illiterate people have fewer
opportunities to learn text, and their cognition of text is not improved with the help of other
information carriers such as audio and video. Therefore illiterate people rely heavily on information
without words when using interfaces (Friscira, 2012).
Developing a text-free interface is the most popular way to deliver information to illiterate people,
converting text to other methods of delivery to express the same meaning as the text in the interface.
The basic features of a text-free interface can be understood by using graphics and photographs for
visual information, and voice to replace words or text (Medhi, 2005). Various icons also have been
designed for text-free interfaces and evaluated to replace the text. The icons in text-free interfaces
were defined as “Icons with high concreteness” (extremely similar with the real world), “Icons
without too much detail” (icons should not have too much information causing possible
misunderstanding of depicted items), “Action-elements in icons with action” (icons for representing
actions, such as shake and movement lines) and “Icons with a human factor” (for representing real
context) (Nordberg, 2010).
For text free interface design, people need to convert all complex information carriers into simple
information carriers. Medhi and his group designed two kinds of text-free user-interfaces for illiterate
people seeking employment as domestic laborers using digital maps. The corresponding design goals
were: easy use for illiterate users, improvement in understanding of the area relevant to illiterate
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people. The research aimed to understand how illiterate people respond to computing technology and
understanding how illiterate people react to user interface elements (Medhi, 2007).
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2.2 Illiterate People and Non -local-language Speakers need Text -free
Maps
2.2.1 Illiterate People and Non -local-language Speakers Need Text-free
Interfaces
In relevant research, a text-free interface based on ethnographic design allowed illiterate people to
learn an interface in their own way. In the testing process, experiments showed that users who had
seen the textual interface were not aware of how it worked unless there were clear instructions
regarding clicking on the text to cause an action. Voice feedback encouraged the illiterate people to
explore all features in the text-free interface (Medhi et al, 2007a). In text-free interfaces, the possible
information representations include static drawings (e.g. symbols), audio, photographs and video.
Audio notice is the best information representation for understanding by illiterate people (Medhi,
2006).
Audio was the favored media accepted by illiterate people out of five popular visual representation
types (Audio, Video, Photograph, Animation and Static Drawing) (Knoche, 2012). Compared with
video, audio has a large influence on the understanding of the interface. Like an assistant, audio
explanations for visual interfaces, especially text-free interfaces, can help illiterate people explore the
interface and help them to understand the features more accurately (Knoche, 2012). A survey based
on 200 illiterate people from the age of 25 - 55 who belong to lower income groups (20 - 50 USD per
month) was conducted to discover how audio improves the understanding of text interfaces. Each
participant was required to describe 13 different health symptoms (e.g. headaches, vomiting and
difficulties in getting up from a sitting position) using five popular visual representation types. They
were required to explain the corresponding symptoms while the time-taken and response times were
recorded in different cases – each with and without voice annotation. The results illustrated the visual
interface with audio was much more effective and easily understood by illiterate people than the
interface without audio. The experimental session showed audio is also able to help illiterate people
know where they are and how to navigate to their destination, and helped them define their destination
more effectively (Medhi et al, 2007b).
In order to help illiterate people with difficulties arising from keyword-driven web search engines,
Tijust devised pictograms that are more quickly interpreted than text. The interpretation of even

people (Tijust, 2007). For example, Bhattacharya designed an Igwana system based on the symbol
tree to help provide illiterate people with more opportunities to be independent. The symbol tree is a
lineal and weighted graph where the node is a pictogram with a special meaning that is represented by
attached text tags. The symbol tree is composed of the text tags from symbol nodes to content items
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simple picture symbols can offer visual representation of information instead of text for illiterate
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(Belhe, 2012). The key aspect of the symbol tree design is mapping the symbol fragment to a
corresponding picture fragment, such as in the example (Bhattacharya, 2012) shown below:

F IGURE -1: S TRUCTURE OF S YMBOL F RAGMENT

As Figure 2 shows, the arrow on this graph is a path between two nodes (e.g. between ‘family’ and
‘child’). Every arrow shows a positive value of weight. The weight shows the degree of strength of
relation between the family symbol and the child symbol. The add-on function in the Igwana
interface is able to show the contents of the path through the symbol tree which is passed to it. The
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“Add-on” function is shown in Figure 2 below:
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F IGURE -2: I GWANA INTERFACE

The Igwana interface is a text-free interface with symbol cues for illiterate users that is “ejaculated”
by representing a real ontology. In order to replace the text using symbols successfully, understanding
the users’ subjective experience is the vital foundation for symbol design (Bhattacharya, 2012).
Many non-native speakers differ from illiterate people by having good independent living skills, and
are able to read and use text-interfaces in their own language. Compared with native speakers, nonnative speakers have a much lower reading skill. Non-native speakers can only know the main content
in their reading while native speakers always focus on the detailed contents. As a result, non-native
speakers are unable to know a text-based interface comprehensively or use the text-based interface
well (Sheorey, 2001; Montrul, 2011). For example, in order to let the second language speakers
practice conversational skills, Wik and his group developed a Deal interface to set various scenarios
letting non-native speakers deal with the dialogues. The visual representations of this interface include
video, audio, static drawings and photographs. Non-native speakers were able to obtain information
though these visual representations to deal with various events (Wik, 2007). Non-native speakers
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needed text-free interfaces with the support of various visual representations.
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2.2.2 Maps play an Important Part in our Daily Lives
Maps can be used to represent human activities, cultural patterns and economic exchanges, and indeed
to construct worlds of the imagination (Bertin et al, 2011). Map design aims to provide input to
mental worlds-maps as cognitive devices. Cognitive map-design research has the goal of
understanding human cognition in order to improve the design and use of maps. Maps are used for
spatial information delivery in the form of graphics and they allow users to acquire knowledge of
space through viewing images on the map. Map data is stored in a spatial database and used for
delivering various types of spatial information based on location, time, and the profile of end users
(Hinze, 2003). Maps have simulation functions and symbolic models as the real world and maps not
only illustrate the characters of spatial structure but also show the changes of time-series to allow
people to make decisions in improving geography (Vermote et al., 2008; Oleinick, 2004). Maps are
able to hold large amounts of spatial information (Koperski, 1995; Sheikholeslami et al., 1998). Maps
are important tools for our daily life and use visual representations of real surface features like streets,
rivers, and mountains intuitively. Users can discover their position, define their destination and plan
how to reach their destination using this platform. One of the main functions of maps is way-finding
(Hallpike et al., 1986; Passini, 1996; Golledge, 1999; Schmid, F, 2010).

2.2.2.1 Cartographic Symbol Construction
To understand and improve map functions, cartographers need to understand the effects of design
decisions on the minds of map users (Montello, 2002). Map production and use should be understood
as a single process of communicating cartographic information. The cartographic process incorporates
the idea of map communication as symbolic, thereby pointing to the role of semiotics (the study of
signs and symbols) and linguistics in cartographic communication. Symbols also have culturespecificity, the use by artists of globes and maps as emblems with their own specific symbolism. As a
politically laden sign the globe or orb has frequently symbolized sovereignty over the world.
Cartographic communication at a symbolic level can reinforce that exercise through map knowledge
(Harley, 2009). This is a problem involving symbolism, which relies upon figurative analogies (Bertin
et al, 2011). The cartographic communication model also incorporates other theories that are not
inherently cognitive but formal, such as those of structural linguistics. The mere fact that for centuries
maps have been projected as “scientific” images and are still placed by philosophers and semioticians
in that category makes this task more difficult. In any symbolism study it is only through context that
meaning and influence can properly be unraveled. Such contexts are defined as the circumstances in
| 1/1/2016

which maps were made and used. For example, in early America, when many different agencies made
maps and created their own symbology to convey critical information, the exchange and quick
interpretation of important information was made difficult by the lack of a common symbology.
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Map symbols can be thought of as a material object that is being represented by something
immaterial; a token or sign. Replicative or abstract are two categories of symbols applied in maps.
Replicative symbols are designed to look like the feature they represent. These symbols do not need
to have any direct connection to what they identify, but they may be representational (eg. in hazard
mapping of a severe weather area, people may see the outline of a tornado that replicates the cloud
pattern seen when a tornado has formed). However, abstract symbols generally take the form of a
geometric shape. This type of symbol has no relationship to the form of the object it symbolizes (e.g.
a hospital can be represented on a map as a letter H, or perhaps a circle or box with or without an H
inside). A range of map symbology schemes have been used and were developed by international
organizations, individual, local and private agencies. However, there are no specific standards to
indicate what symbol is appropriate to present a given feature (Dymon, 2003).
In early years, map symbol design was based on the name of the object (e.g. a hospital can be
represented on a map as a letter H; a river can be represented on a map as a letter R) (Harley, 1989).
However, for illiterate people who can’t read the word and recognize the letter, designers started to
consider using symbols with physical characteristics to allow illiterate people to image the entity.
Therefore, symbols with many different characteristics appeared (XIE, 2006; Lee et al, 2014), and
these symbols always contained the area feature and colour so that illiterate people have enough
information to determine what they represent. However, accompanied by the development of map
technology, when map interfaces require many symbols, methods to simplify the symbols to make
them smaller and more clear have been considered. New symbols composed of only points and lines
have been designed (Nianxue, 2003, Weiwei, 2006). However, it is not clear whether such simplified
symbols also can be understood by illiterate people or not. We explore this question in this thesis.

2.2.2.2 Ontology
Ontologies provide structures of geographic feature types to reflect people’s conceptualisations (like
Figure 3 below), and a number of geospatial ontologies have been developed to help people to interact
with geographic data. That geographic feature types and the linkages between them have been
described in a number of geospatial ontologies, and could be used to identify more extensive sets of
features that could be included on a text-free map. Symbols are used to represent landmarks, and
ontologies can be used to identify the landmarks that may be important and releveant for inclusion on
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a text-free map (Hu et al, 2013).
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F IGURE -3: S TRUCTURE OF GEOGRAPHIC FEATURE

F IGURE 3 A B E XAMPLE O NTOLOGY

2.2.3 Wayfinding for Illiterate People
The most popular way to help illiterate people and non-local-language speakers is designing universal
signs. Signs are helpful for wayfinding, and provide effective wayfinding systems for illiterate people
and non-local-language speakers in unfamiliar environments. Many people from different cultural and
linguistic backgrounds are also able to find their way in a new environment based on universal signs
(Lee, 2014). For example, Figure 4 below shows the signs for different departments of hospital,
CM04 is the ward, CM05 is department of surgery, FA10 is the internal medicine, illiterate people
and non-local-language speakers are able to find each department in hospital based on these signs
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(Nicol, 2007).

F IGURE 4: S IGNS FOR H OSPITAL
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Another way to help illiterate people and non-local-language speakers is deigning text-free map
(Medhi, 2006), which rely heavily on landmarks. Text-free maps try to use more symbols to replace
the texts to deliver the GIS information. For example, in Figure 5 below, symbols represent
landmarks, lines represent routes (various colours represent different traffic lines), photography
represents important landmarks, a specific icon represents the orientation (at the left top). For illiterate
people and non-local-language speakers, text-free map interfaces can help them find their way in a
small area with the simple terrain (Medhi, 2006; Medhi, 2007a; Bergen, 2012).

F IGURE 5: T EXT - FREE MAPS

However, three main elements that are important in helping people find their way include
environmental communication (understanding of environment), architecture (which delineates spatial
organization) (connection and orientation of different positions) and destination zones (positions of
environment) (Muhlhausen, 2006). Both universal signs and currently text-free maps all have big
shortcomings. Universal signs lack environmental communication and architecture that delineates
spatial organization, which means that illiterate people can only find current or nearby places rather
than a detailed path to the destination, and it is possible that not every sign can be understood because
of cultural factors (Morais, 2001). Although text-free maps have effective architectural wayfinding

free maps have no any mature products like Google map widely used accepted by people). The main
problems of text-free maps symbols are that they are not universal (many of them can’t be
recognized), the paths are too Simple, and there are no dynamic functions for easy use (Medhi 2006;
Matise, 2007). There is no specific text-free category within new technology to replace the text for
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clues (e.g. roads and building layouts), their development lags far behind that of text map (e.g. text-
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illiterate people and non-local-language speakers (e.g. audio or symbol functions to replace the text,
positioning and navigation). Also text-free map interfaces have not been well evaluated for illiterate
people and non-local-language speakers to determine whether text-free maps are really necessary for
them and if so, which kind of text-free map is most suitable.

2.3 Theory on How People Conceptualize S pace for Way-Finding
In this section we review the theory behind wayfinding and conceptual models of space, as a
foundation for the design of text-free maps. Maps do not present the world directly, but present the
world by providing a representation that is a version of the model held in human minds (Montello,
2002). Only by maintaining linked, relational conceptions of space and geography can we approach a

full understanding of the inter-relationships between them. This inter-relationship involves relational
assemblies linking technological networks, space and place, and the space and place-based users (and
non-users) of such networks. Such linkages are so intimate that defining space and place separately
from technological networks soon becomes as impossible as does defining geographic technology
separately from space and place (Graham, 1998). Therefore, to conceptualize space is to understand
its structure, which is the foundation of map design (Graham, 1998; Kitto et al, 2013).

2.3.1 How people Conceptu alize Space
Geographical information systems (GIS) are computer programs for spatial information processing.
All information displayed in the form of maps is based on location in space (Kvamme, 1999). People
like to conceptualize information space through user motion from physical space to information
space. Our world is composed of physical and information space.
The three phenomena of Spatial Interaction are defined as people-to-people, people-to-space, and
space-to-space (Huang et al., 2002; Huttenlocher et al., 2004). Space is composed of physical and
information components. Physical space means how people move from one point to another point.
However, all symbols, all dynamic functions (e.g. scale size, navigation, and location services) and
data included in maps are based on information space.
Interactions between people and information space may generate a successful space conceptualization
for mapping (Graham, 1998; Maglio, 1999). How people conceptualize space is the foundation for
better designs for GIS to allow people to use such systems more easily (Couclelis, 1992). Many early
researchers have tried to build different models of how people conceptualize space. The cognition of
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space focuses on the distance, orientation, movement and location of objects in space rather than the
environment itself (Siegel 1981). This framework illustrates the manipulability related to the ability of
moving objects in space. Locomotion is related to travelling through and learning space, while size is
related to how to constrain spatial cognition and experience. Geographic space is created by people’s
spatial cognition and experience, which is decided by manipulability, locomotion and size of space.
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Moreover, defining space categories from a geographic perspective can offer people a better
understanding of spatial behavior and improve the interaction with space for humans. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop navigational tools to track multiple small objects for enhancing the efficiency of
interaction with space (Freund, 2001). In addition, different spatial scales should have influence on
the design of spatial communication systems. Both linguistic and non-linguistic information are
concerned about creating effective user-interfaces, such as maps and personal navigation systems
(Montello, 1993).

2.3.2 Way-finding is based on Space Conceptualization
Way-finding includes all the ways in which people navigate from place to place in physical space,
which is the process of people-to-space interaction (Huang et al., 2002). Way-finding design is based
on the settings of spatial organization, the circulation system and graphic information. The layout of
landmarks and routes both define wayfinding problems (Passini, 1996). The conceptualization of five
city elements influences the success of way-finding. These are Node, Path, District, Edge and
Landmark (Lynch, 1960).
All models of conceptualizations are set by the spatial notions: axial lines and isovists. Axial lines are
for connecting the spatial settings (the fewest and longest lines on the map), while isovists are the
volume of space visible from a given spatial point in space. Therefore, axial lines and isovists both
influence the success of a layout of the five city elements (Dalton, 2003). Way-finding is about how
people conceptualize space in their brain, with five city elements prominent in the space
conceptualization. Landmarks represent people’s mental representations of the features (e.g. bus
stations, restaurants and universities). Paths tell users the direction and how to arrive at destinations
(McNaughton et al., 2006). Nodes illustrate the connection of traffic lines. Districts are used for
identifying the extended area around intersections. These five elements make up the complete mental
map together (Lynch, 1960; Al-Kodmany, 2001).
Landmarks are identifiable objects acting as reference points for people to recognize objects in the
environment. The process of way-finding is based on environmental and mental images, and these
images are created by immediate sensation and past memory (Lynch, 1960). Landmarks play an
important role in distance and direction estimating for way-finding. Tversky found that cognitive
maps are used to help us recognizea particular map or environment. The main reason for problems in
way-finding is landmark, which are the most important way to organize spatial information in the

mental representation of the environment is also based on landmarks (Tversky, 1992).
Choosing correct paths will lead to accurate way-finding. Users usually respond positively to warm-
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cognitive maps. People usually estimate both distance and direction based on landmarks and their

toned lines. Red lines can be used to show important paths in maps to help people find their
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destination. Warm-toned lines represent paths that may allow users to view the relative routes more
clearly (Darken, 1996; Hartley et al., 2003). McNaughton illustrates the process of path integration in
mapping. He showed how neurological mechanisms affect path integration for cognitive algorithm
maps. The experiment involved setting a mouse onto a piece of paper with lines of different colors:
red, orange, green, black and grey. The mouse was observed in terms of the route it took. Results
illustrated that the mouse mainly moved along the red and orange lines. The encoding in the
hippocampus leads to the awareness of cognition of the path integration (McNaughton et al, 2006).
Landmark identification is used to define all candidates for geographic objects in a certain region that
may serve as a landmark shown on a map. Two approaches for identifying landmarks are computing
salience and data mining salience. Computing salience concerns measuring the “Attractiveness” based
on visual, semantic, and structural attractiveness. An object with high attractiveness could be a
candidate to be a landmark. Landmark identification is used to define which objects need to be drawn
on a map within a certain area. For example if at an intersection, the surrounding buildings are a café,
a bank and a large shopping centre, space limitations may mean the designer needs to consider which
building is suitable to be shown on the map to represent this intersection. The corresponding
measuring method is a route algorithm (for calculating routes to landmarks) based on the distance,
orientation and salience (Richter, 2014). Some people have a poor sense of direction (SOD) which
results in them losing their direction when travelling. The prototype interface offers some main
landmarks (e.g. airports and power plant) to let people associate objects. Visual, semantic and
structural landmarks are three main landmark categories (Quesnot, 2015).

2.3.3 The Factors that af fect people’s Spatial Conceptualizations
The following explores the factors that affect people’s conceptualizations of space and identifies
possible ways to represent information. The environment plays an important role in the social
development of humans. Young people these days have a restricted spatial range (Carver et al., 2013)
because they do not have as much experience with local environments since they usually move about
using vehicles. Research was conducted to try to discover factors that affect young peoples’ (9 - 19
years of age) independence and to conceive risks in their processing of moving around a city. Depeau
found that distance is the most important factor affecting people’s spatial cognition in an environment,
since they often ask for places for shopping and eating along the way. Another factor is travelling
time. Long distance travelling means an increased risk of following the wrong route. Routes should be
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considered carefully since dangerous routes may bring about increased risk for young people.
Environmental spatial characteristics may help people to enhance their awareness of independence
and conceive risks in way-finding (Depeau, 2001).
There are two traditional ways of conceptualizing space: the regional approach and the space as a
container approach. The regional approach means showing the various regions and physical
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complexity (Andrews, 2003). Space as a container means setting the space as a co-ordinate which
allows different phenomena to be distributed (Hartshorne, 1958). Place is not just a static
“background”, but is embued with meaning for individuals.

Society’s conceptualization of the

environment is shaped by places and space. Geographic proximity is able to shape experience
(Valentine, 2001; Silverstein, 2006).
In 1999, Maglio also ran qualitative research on discovering how people conceptualize the
information space of the World Wide Web. The empirical study illustrated that people rely on
knowledge of information space (landmarks, routes and survey knowledge) and conceptualize space
based on organizational principles and elements: paths, landmarks, districts, nodes, and edges. This
phenomenon led to map navigation, an important GIS function for supporting the ability to search for
a specific place, planning a route or moving between two points successfully. The experiment session
aimed to test how people think about the web with natural settings and users’ actions on the web. A
total of 24 students of the University of California (Santa Cruz campus) were selected as participants
(13 males and 11 females, all native English Speakers). Twelve people in each group were experts
and beginner web users. Each participant was required to use a specified website and complete a
questionnaire about their user experience and how long they used this website. The data showed the
beginners preferred to pay more attention to the physical elements domain (e.g. keyboard and mouse)
than experienced users. Beginners were more likely than experts to regard the web as a container. The
final results illustrated that people expressed the experience according to the user motion from
physical space to information space. Due to the consistency of conceptualizing information space
being very high, people may have an appropriate metaphorical and spatial understanding of the
information space. Further study will center on the conceptual differences between real and
information space to enhance the interactions of information space (Maglio, 1999).
The web can be conceptualised as a container that stores and displays spatial conceptualizations.
Services containers meet all specifications for the Web container already mentioned and provides,
support and management of Web services.
Web stores and shows Space Conceptualizations in three ways
• Communication module to build communication of Space Conceptualization
• Processing module to process ingoing and outgoing spatial data
• Service module to store and invoke the requested Web service. (Mohamed et al, 2011; Mustafa,2009)

The aim of cognitive map-design is understanding of human cognition in order to improve the quality
of the designed map, in order that it might more closely reflect the maps individuals hold in their
heads. Cognitive maps are signed digraphs, combining spatial memory and spatial representation
(Montello, 2002). In cognitive maps, nodes are variable concepts and edges are causal connections.
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2.3.4 Mental/Cognitive Maps
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These cognitive models of space are composed of geometric data (Frank 1992) based on mathematical
points from pinpoint space which is static and cannot reflect useful concepts about geographic space
for people. Cognitive maps mainly indicate routes, paths and environmental relationships and every
position in a cognitive map is characterized as varying from a narrow variety to a broader variety
(Tolman, 1948; Montello, 2002). For example, Figure 6 below shows a person’s cognitive map of the
environment surrounding his home and landmarks were shown through his favourite shapes.
Cognitive maps can be regarded as a foundation for final map study and design (Montello, 2002).
Firstly, symbols of cognitive maps represent the landmarks for the individual and are not the specific
symbols perceived by the public. Secondly, the scope of cognitive maps has boundedness, and most
cognitive maps are only able to show a small area, and can’t contain a country or the world. Thirdly,
cognitive maps only show the environmental relationships for each position while each position in
cognitive map is not precise. Last but not least, people can’t quickly obtain their position through a
cognitive map (Zahra, 2005; Papageorgiou, 2011). Therefore, it is not sufficient to create maps that
include only the contents of a cognitive map, but the design must consider aspects to address the
shortcomings of cognitive maps, including the use of broadly understood symbols, pan and zoom
functions to allow access to more landmarks, and function to allow people to obtain their current
position.
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F IGURE 6: E XAMPLE OF C OGNITIVE M AP
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2.4 Online Maps to Reflect the Mental Maps held by Users
2.4.1 Online Map Technology is Developing Rapidly
In order to convert people’s mental maps (conceptualizations of space) into real space, during the last
20 years, mapping technology has evolved rapidly and the facilities offered by mature online mapping
software applications have helped people learn how to use maps (Fisher, et al., 2007; Hunsberger, et
al., 2015). Evidence of this is shown in the large amount of use of online maps. For example,
individual web servers had already reached 700,000 maps accesses in 1997 (Peterson, 1997), and the
Earth Viewer site created over 18,755,588 maps between 1994 and 1997 (Peterson, 1997; Radke,
2000). More recently, Google Maps, Yahoo Maps, and OpenStreetMap have all developed into
mature and popular online map applications. As the most popular online mapping software, Google
Maps was used by 71.5 million users and Google Earth by 22.7 million users at the end of 2007 (Wall
Street Journal 2007). More than 50,000 new websites based on Google Maps have been created and
43% of mashups apply the Google Maps API (Tran, 2007; Svennerberg, 2010)
Compared with traditional paper maps, online maps provide many dynamic features for people to save
time in travel planning and they enhance the efficiency of travelling to a high degree. For example the
Search Bar feature is used for searching places, the Route Planning feature illustrates how to arrive at
a destination, the Positioning feature is used to determine a user’s current position immediately, and
the Navigation feature gives turn-by-turn instructions on how to get to a destination. There is no
disagreement that traditional maps will be replaced by online maps gradually. As Peterson said:
“traditional paper maps are static maps that just present a single view while Internet maps are
dynamic applications that allow users to adjust the scale or otherwise alter the view. The Internet must
develop rapidly in the future” (Peterson, 1997; Brown, 2001; Steiniger, 2013).

2.4.2 Online Map and symbols
Successful way-finding is determined by suitable planning of these five city elements. However,
Landmarks are the most important elements (Grierson, 2009; Richter, 2014; Kamil & Cheng, 2001).
Richter used a landmark level structure to illustrate how landmarks represent each location. He
defined landmarks using a hierarchy of hypernyms based on an ontology. Level 0 is Landmarks,
Level 1 is Position, Level 2 is Points, Level 3 is Location, Level 4 is Objects and Physical Objects,
Level 5 is Physical Entities. The computing processes for landmarks include landmark identification

people conveniences in daily life, another important reason for the dramatic increase in the usage of
online maps in recent years is the corresponding database technology providing a secure and complete
database that is improved upon constantly. Collected data can be easily retrieved through online
mapping applications instead of formatting data transformations. The resulting data can be updated
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and landmark integration respectively (Etienne, Maure, & Séguinot, 1996). In addition to offering
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and refreshed quickly and complex data manipulation can be extracted easily through SQL scripts
(Goetz, 2012; Hu, 2013).

2.4.2.1 Symbols for Landmarks
One of methods used to develop early cartographic map symbols involved intensive study of
photographs in a large portion of Northern Ontario (Dean, 1956; Leung, 2002). The lack of
standardized symbology on maps seriously hinders information sharing during important emergency
cases (Dymon, 2003).
However, different people have various opinions on certain symbols (especially illiterate people) that
can lead users to misunderstand some map features and fail to navigate accurately. Therefore, it is
necessary for designers to investigate users’ demands for symbol designs on maps (Williams, 1958;
Leung, 2002; Handcock, 2004). The size of a symbol has a significant effect on recognition and the
time required for searching for specific landmarks on maps (Handcock, 2004). It is easy for
specialized map users to interpret the meanings of map symbols accurately, while many symbols may
lead to misunderstandings for general map users (Handcock, 2004).
Handcock investigated the degree of familiarity by different age groups with various symbol types. A
total of 40 safety symbols and 4 categories (hazard alerting (19), mandatory action (7), prohibition
(7), and information symbols (7) were used). The findings illustrated the comprehension rates for the
two age groups were both lower than 85%. The accuracy rate of younger adults was much better than
that of older adults. Survey results also suggested that the symbol designer should not assume that
certain symbols are easily understood by others, since they frequently use them in a specific context.
The different scales of color screens may affect the results of screen visual evaluations for interfaces
(Handcock, 2004). For online map designs, the colored screens used for scales of values will affect
peoples’ judgement of space. Especially for light colors like yellow, steps will also follow the curve
of the grey spectrum. In order to solve the common problem with selecting screens to show suitable
scales of values, Williams conducted research to determine what scale of each color screen should
give the visual steps from white to all colors. The test used a black screen as the reference color,
comparing it with red, orange, blue, yellow, green and brown. Both triangular-patterned dot screens
and line screens showed the colored screens did not behave in the same way as the black screens and
different patterns of colors may affect the results of screen visual evaluation (Williams, 1958). For
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better map designs, larger symbols performed better than medium-sized symbols as the larger
symbols were easier to understand than medium symbols. Black symbols were also better accepted
than the symbols with other colors of the same size (Morrison, 1995)
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2.4.2.2 Location Based Services (LBS)
Location-based services are an important set of software-level services that support the use of online
map interfaces by which controlling the display of geographic features based on location data. They
offer a service to identify a location, as well as object tracking to let people find and arrive at their
destinations easily (Steenstra,2004, Li, 2006).

In short, location Based Services (LBS) assists users

to perform way-finding (Raubal, 2004; Li, 2006). A simulated LBS application with multi-mode
information is thought to be more efficient in helping individuals to complete way-finding (Li, 2006).
For example, when a driver can look for a nearby restaurant during his or her travels, the GPS sensor
of a navigation system would obtain his or her current location automatically. The whole LBS system
includes a location information source, a wireless network and the corresponding location servers
(Gruteser, 2003). The main working principle is that when users send a request to a LBS (e.g. clicking
the “Location” button in Google Maps), the service obtains the users’ current location information
immediately from the location server which acts as a proxy (Gruteser, 2003; Brush, 2010). LBS is a
great tool to help illiterate and non-local-language speaking people to identify a location, combined
with object tracking to let people find and arrive at their destinations easily without reading the text,
LBS development is in the context of LBS-P. The corresponding procedure is shown below:
1. Users send position data (request) to a service provider.
2. The service provider replies to the request according to the received position data and delivers
it to the user through the server.
3. The user receives a reply message.
LBS providers are similar to web servers that log requested URLs and source IP addresses of the
requesters (Gruteser, 2003; Kido, 2005). Ubiquity, congestion, and uniformity are three main
characters for anonymous LBSs (Kido, 2005). Normally location-based services rely on intermittent
location tracking and trace logs of GPS data (Benseman, 2011).
The LBS-P (Location Based Service Platform) is able to support the data transmission process of LBS
to make online map services work effectively (Zhao, 2008; Wang, 2010). The LBS development is in
the context of the LBS-P. Wang used Byte-Map Data to run experiments to prove the LBS-P Service
(a LBS Platform, consisting of data mechanisms, data transmission modules and GIS service
modules) can support online map services well. LBS-P mainly supports Map Rending Processing and

test whether LBS-P can help LBS transfer a large volume of data. Firstly, the original map of this
experiment was in the GML format which contained 7 layers (the data size of Admin Areas was
1,649,435 bytes and that of landmarks was 2,401,979 bytes). Secondly, the performance of LBS-P
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Data Loading Processing in the online map designing processes. The aim of the experiment was to

Mobile was tested which included the volume of transferred data, the speed of data loading, the speed
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of data transmission and the display time. Finally, based on the test results of the last part, the
operation performance for LBS-P Mobile was tested by examining moving left, and zooming in and
out at various scales. The results of this experiment illustrated that the majority of processing time
was the data transfer without the LBS-P (Wang, 2010).
It must be questioned how accurate a location based service needs to be to provide useful information.
It is difficult to determine the minimum accuracy requirements for LBS but more accurate
information is more useful (Gruteser, 2003). To enhance the accuracy of the GPS trace and to reduce
the costs for transmission and storage of trajectories for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS),
Steinmann and his study group ran a test based on the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), a mapmatching algorithm measuring Noise and Sparseness which combines spatial, temporal and
topological aspects of machine learning. The main theory of this test was that all candidate paths are
evaluated based on their likelihoods after a trajectory point is generated. Previous solutions are altered
to consider new data, and the end solution is defined as the highest joint likelihood of the last
trajectory. The main method is a fixed sliding window (FSW). Firstly, some road segments were
defined, with each one having an emission probability for overserving the GPS point. A higher
likelihood point was assigned to the segment, and finally every transition probability for discovering
the maximum likelihood path was calculated. The results illustrated that the map-matching accuracy
of rural areas was significantly more accurate than that of urban areas. FSW shows consistently higher
accuracy and output delays. Hence, FSW is a suitable way to solve problems that involve the accuracy
of GPS traces and to reduce the costs for transmission and storage of trajectories (Steinmann, 2005).

2.5 Usability
Usability is a vital element to measure the quality of a product, which is a multidimensional construct
that can be evaluated from many aspects, including whether the interface is functionally correct,
efficient to use, easy to learn, easy to remember, and pleasing (Molich et al., 1999; Jeng, 2005).
Usability is the most important principle, encompassing learnability, efficiency and effectiveness of a
product (Albert 2013). Efficiency represents the accuracy and how quickly goals can be achieved in
testing. Effectiveness represents the accuracy and completeness of specified goals achieved in
particular environments. Satisfaction shows the degree of comfort and acceptability of the working
system (Molich et al., 1999, Albert 2013; Lin, 2013). Usability testing is based on business goals and
context, user needs and product content. Emotion and affect emphasizes the degree of happiness of
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using products (e.g. decision-making and subjective wellbeing). Relative measuring standards include
subjective and positive attitudes of product use. The affect of an interface is based on antecedents (e.g.
willingness-to-pay) and consequences (e.g. money spent on products). Experiments in usability
involved checking the dynamics, the degree of complexity, and how the product is situated and
temporally-bounded (Hassenzahl, 2006).
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In addition, usability does not exist in any absolute sense, but only can be defined in particular
contexts. It means that there is no absolute measure for usability. If the usability of an artefact is
defined by the context in which that artefact is used, measures of usability must of necessity be
defined by that context too. Despite this, there is a need for broad general measures which can be used
to compare usability across a range of contexts. The System Usability Scale (SUS) is a reliable, lowcost usability scale that can be used for global assessments of systems usability. SUS is a Likert scale.
It is often assumed that a Likert scale is simply one based on forced choice questions, where a
statement is made and the respondent then indicates the degree of agreement or disagreement with the
statement on a 5 (or 7) point scale. However, the construction of a Likert scale is somewhat more
subtle than this. The approach for calculating the corresponding scores for SUS to measure the
usability is defined by previous study (Brooke, 1996; Borsci, 2009; Bangor et al., 2009; Kortum,
2013). Another popular way for usability testing is Software Usability Measurement Inventory
(SUMI) which provides a valid and reliable method of measuring users' perception of the usability (an
objective way of assessing user satisfaction with software). SUMI evaluation combines Affect (user’s
emotional feeling of interacting with product), Helpfulness (user's opinions that the software
communicates in a helpful way) and Control (users feels that he and not the product, setting the pace).
However, SUMI has a significant drawback that the accuracy of the findings is limited (this can be
solved by adding a small number of open question to the SUMI questionnaire) (Brooke, 1996; Arh,
2008)

2.6 Summary
There are still many illiterate people in the world, and these people are mainly distributed throughout
South and West Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, and the Arab States. Some developed countries also face
problems of growing illiteracy (Speaking Books, 2013). Illiterate people cannot read text and may
have a low level understanding of how to use electronic devices (Fingeret, 1983; Cooter, 2006;
Benseman, 2011). In New Zealand, the majority of illiterate people are adults and they may have few
opportunities to use computers (Benseman, 2011). Illiterate people have a high probability of having
health problems. It can be difficult for illiterate people to be independent and enjoy an optimal quality

Text free interfaces are interfaces with minimal or no text that use other components like images and
audio to assist illiterate users. Text is not the exclusive method of information representation. Audio
in interfaces is the most widely used feature for delivering information to illiterate people. Currently,
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of life without reading and writing skills (Nejati, 2008).

universal signs and text-free maps are two main methods to help illiterate people and non-local-
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language speakers to find the way around. Universal signs point to current or nearby landmarks, and
the development of text-free map technology lags far behind that of text-maps and there is no specific
text-free category within new technology to replace the text for illiterate people and non-locallanguage speakers (e.g. audio or symbol functions to replaces the text, positioning and navigation).
Therefore, we need to evaluate which kind of text-free map is most suitable for illiterate people and
non-local-language speakers.
The principles of text-free map design need to consider cognitive maps. Cognitive maps mainly
indicate routes, paths and environmental relationships (Tolman, 1948; Montello, 2002). However,
symbols used on cognitive maps to represent landmarks are not the generalized symbols that are
broadly understood by the public. The scope of cognitive maps has boundedness, and cognitive maps
are only able to show limited areas. Cognitive maps only show the environmental relationships for
each position and those positions may not be precise. Therefore, cognitive maps leave many gaps in
providing a template for wayfinding functionality that could be used to develop a text-free map for
illiterate users.
Compared with traditional paper maps, online maps can provide many dynamic features for people to
save time in travel planning and they enhance the efficiency of travelling to a high degree, but this
functionality is not currently available to illiterate users. In this research, we investigate the range of
functionality that may be required for text-free maps.
Usability is a vital element to measure the quality of product, which is multidimensional construct that
can be evaluated from many aspects, functionally correct, efficient to use, easy to learn, easy to
remember, and pleasing (Molich et al., 1999; Jeng, 2005). The corresponding principle includes
learnability, efficiency and effectiveness of using the product will be the foundation for text-free map
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evaluation experiments design in this research.
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3. Research Procedure
3.1 Introduction
This Section describes the methodology of this research. The approach consists of four parts: two
surveys to define suitable symbols for the text free maps and features to be included in the design; the
design of a set of web maps and a usability test (100 respondents) of the designed map evaluation.
The green part in Figure 7 below shows the methodology, and the numbers refer to chapter numbers.

3.2 Detailed Research Pro cedure
In this project, the maps use data from OpenStreetMap (a popular online map) (Haklay, 2008) with
the main map development tool being OpenLayers (Steiniger, 2010). A total of 5 web maps were
required for comparison purposes (2 text maps & 3 text-free maps: text with symbol only, text with
audio only, text-free with symbol only, text-free with audio only and text-free with symbol & audio).
The reason for only choosing symbol and audio as visual representations is based on the results of
previous study that audio is the most widely used feature for delivering information to illiterate people
and map interface only composed with the simple static drawings (e.g. symbols, lines, no photograph
or animation).
The two main parts of methodology includes text-free map design and usability evaluation of
designed maps, before map design there are two surveys should be running as the foundation. Survey
one illustrates how we select the symbol type for text-free map design. After the symbol type is
decided, different map features mean different map types, survey two decides which map features will
put in text-free maps. When symbol type and map features are all decided, we should design the textfree maps for evaluation (survey one and two both feed into map design). Finally evaluate the
usability of designed maps to dis cover which kind of text-free map is the best for illiterate people and
non-local-language speakers.
The generating process of text-free map runs in the ESRI ArcGIS Environment. The orange box
illustrates the findings of the literature review and the green boxes in Figure 7 show the steps in the
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methodology.
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F IGURE -7: M ODEL OF R ESEARCH P RODUCE

3.4 Summary
This chapter indicates the broad research process, and detailed methodology is presented in the
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Chapters discussing each of the surveys.
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4 Survey One – Symbol Type Selection
4.1 Introduction
This survey is the first step of methodology to define the symbol type for future map design.

4.1 Methodology
Survey one is intended to select the most suitable symbol type required for use in the online map
interface. The three candidate symbol types are simple symbol, complex symbol and photograph. For
testing, 38 common landmarks were selected that are consistently mentioned in articles about
landmarks (Vinson, 1999; Raubal, 2013). The simple symbols have already existed online and were
reviewed and used directly since they appeared to offer a clear and meaningful symbol. All complex
symbols were designed by extending the simple symbols (more details than simple symbols) with
additional detail added in Photoshop CS5. All the symbols are compressed to ensure their size
remains the same as they would when they appear on a map. All three symbol types for the selected
landmarks are shown in Appendix A
T ABLE 1: L ANDMARK C OLLECTION
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50 participants took part in the survey, made up as follows:
x

19 Illiterate People

x

24 Non-English Speakers

x

17 Native English Speakers.

The purpose of this classification is to compare the difference in interpretation of the symbols
between illiterate people and literate people, and to determine whether there are differences across
languages. Most illiterate people in the survey originate from China and the South Island of New
Zealand (most of participants in the South Island of NZ are refugees), the non-English Speakers are
coming from Chinese, with the majority of native English speakers being New Zealanders.
Participants were selected non-randomly through personal contacts. The non-randomly selected
participants provide a good cross-section of society and since our surveys gather information about
the usability of online map applications, random selection was not thought to be essential.

This survey required participants to select the landmark that best matched each symbol and to select
the symbol type preference overall. The first part required each participant to finish three tables,
matching 20 randomly selected symbols with the best landmark from the set of 38. The second part
required them to view all of the symbols (the order is simple symbol – complex symbol –
photography (the reason for this order is we wanted to progressively increase complexity to see
whether this improved the interpretability)) and answer some questions about their views of each
symbol type. The complete questionnaire is shown in Appendix B.

4.3 Results
The final selected symbol type was decided by the accuracy of symbol-landmark matching and the
participants favoured symbol type. Accuracy is calculated by the number of correctly matched
landmarks divided by the total number of all selected symbols (20) across all participants. For
example, for illiterate people with simple symbols, the number of all correctly matched landmarks
was 228 and the number of all selected symbols is 20*19 = 380, so the accuracy was 228/300 = 60%.
The participants favoured symbol type is generated from the answers of the question “Which symbol
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types do you like best?
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25%

20%
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Illiterate People

Non-English Speaker Native English Speaker

F IGURE -8: A CCURACY OF S YMBOL M ATCH

Figure 8 above illustrates the comparison of accuracy on symbol-landmark matching among Illiterate
people, non-English Speakers and Native English Speakers. The accuracy of both simple and complex
symbols is much higher than the photographs (matching accuracy of each symbol type is
approximately 70% while that of photography is only 20%). In terms of simple symbols and complex
symbols, the bar chart indicates the close accuracy for both of them in each group (Illiterate people:
60% & 55%; Non-English Speakers: 80% & 75%; Native English Speakers: 75% & 70%). In addition,
the accuracy achieved by Illiterate People is lower than that of Non-English Speakers and Native
English Speakers for all symbol types.

80.00%

74.00%

70.00%

72.00%

60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%

22%

20.00%

0.00%
Simple Symbol

Complex Symbol

Photograph

F IGURE -9: A CCURACY OF S YMBOL M ATCH FOR D IFFERENT L ANDMARKS
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10.00%
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Figure 9 demonstrates a comparison of the overall accuracy of symbol-landmark matching for each
symbol type across all participant groups. Simple symbol and complex symbol both illustrate a high
accuracy rate (74% and 72%) while photographs show a much lower accuracy in symbol-landmark
matching.
2%
14.00%
Simple Symbol
Complex Symbol
Photograph
84.00%

F IGURE -10: A PPROVAL R ATING OF EACH S YMBOL T YPE

Figure 10 shows that the majority of participants support the simple type of symbol (84%) while the
complex symbol, that had only slightly lower accuracy, has a much smaller approval rating (14%).
The main reason was that most participants thought that the meaning of the symbol is decided by the
symbol type (if they couldn’t recognize the meaning of the simple symbol then they also couldn’t
determine the meaning of the corresponding complex symbol). In most instances in which simple and
corresponding complex symbols can be recognized simultaneously, simple symbol is a better choice
since the size of symbols in a map makes complex symbols harder to see clearly. Photographs had
little support from participants, even though they provide a more realistic depiction of the landmark,
since the content was hard to see clearly at the appropriate size for representation on a map. It addition,
the time-taken on simple symbols was the least of these three types. Table 2 shows the time spent on
each symbol type.
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T ABLE -2: T IME -T AKEN ON S YMBOL -L ANDMARK M ATCH

Symbol Type/ Time

Average

Maximum

Minimum

Simple Symbol

14:38min

36:01min

4:57min

Complex Symbol

16:05min

29:10min

4:14min

Photograph

27:10min

46:17min

9:22min

Therefore, when feedback is combined with the time participants spent on this survey and the
accuracy, simple symbols are the final choices for use in the text free web maps created for this
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research. It is worth mentioning that it was more difficult for illiterate people to recognize all types of
symbols. This phenomenon suggests that illiterate people not only can’t read the text, but also have a
low level of recognition of symbols generally.

4.4 Summary
Different map types have the same symbols, suitable map symbols are vital for illiterate people and
non-local-language speakers to recognize. Finally, simple symbol is selected and suitable map
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features (another important foundation for text-free map design) needed to be selected in next chapter.
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5. Survey Two — Map Feature Selection
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T ABLE -3: F EATURES COMPARISON
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Y

N

Y
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Y

N

Y

Y
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Y

N

Y

N
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Y

N

N

N
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Y

N

Y

Y
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5.1 Introduction
The second survey explores the importance of different online map features to inform the design of
the text free maps, which is the second step of the methodology. It includes an analysis of the features
of four currently popular online maps: Google Maps, OpenStreetMap, Yahoo Maps and Baidu Maps
(Haklay, 2008; Lin, 2009; Hsu, 2013) and a survey of 10 regular GIS users to gather suggestions
about potential map features. It was a qualitative study because we were interested in getting in depth
views and reasons for suitable text-free map features from a set of regular GIS users.

5.2 Methodology
The four currently popular online maps (Google Map, Open Street Map, Yahoo Map and Baidu Map)
that were studied contain a range of features (Ciepłuch, 2010), as shown in Table-3, The results show
Google Map is the most comprehensive online map as it has the most complete functions (11 features
in Google Maps in total, 8 features in Yahoo Map, 7 features in Baidu Maps and only 6 features in
Open Street Map). “Search Bar”, “Zoom in or not” and “Position” are the three main features on all
four online maps.

10 regular GIS (Geographic Information System users took part in this survey to provide advice about
which features were most appropriate for inclusion on a text-free map. 4 of them were located in New
Zealand while the remainder originated from China. 7 of them were PhD students studying GIS, 2 of
them were professors working in the GIS area, and 1 worked for a GIS company as an online map
features analyst. All of them are regular GIS users and all experienced users of online maps). The
participants were recruited through personal relationships and the selection was non-random. The
survey was distributed by email in the form of a Microsoft Word document.

Based on the analysis of the features for current popular online maps, we defined 9 potential features
of text-free online maps and used a survey to allow experts to evaluate each feature (the complete
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questionnaire is shown in Appendix C):
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T ABLE -4: P OTENTIAL F EATURES

Potential Features
Search Bar
Pan and Zoom
Position
Satellite View
History Records
Show the picture of place when click symbol
Audio Notice
Favourite
Add location

5.3 Results
The 9 Pie Charts below illustrate the results regarding each specific potential feature with the analysis
under each chart discussing the reasons provided by participants for their selections.
5.3.1 Search Bar

50%

50%

Approved
Against
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F IGURE -11: A PPROVED R ATING FOR S EARCH B AR
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T ABLE 5: O PINIONS ON S EARCH B AR

Half of participants support the Search Bar
Opinions for Approved

Opinions for Against

Place searching is the most basic function in every

Text search bar is of no use for illiterate people

online map for users. Search bar is necessary

because they can’t input the words into text search bar.

In text-free map, although the text search bar is of no

Search by symbol or audio (Search by Symbol &

use, symbol search bar and audio search bar can

Audio means searching the place name through its

provide illiterate people with the ability to search

corresponding symbols & voice) may cost illiterate

symbols through visual recognition and verbally.

people too much time. For example, when searching
by symbols a specific symbol can represent different
places in one category (e.g. the symbol of “Bay” can
represent both “Browns Bay” and “Long Bay”), which
will

require

users

to

run

another

naked-eye

observation to find a specific place after they finish
using the symbol search bar.

5.3.2 Satellite View

20%
Approved
Against

80%
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F IGURE 12: A PPROVED R ATING FOR S ATELLITE V IEW
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T ABLE 6: O PINIONS ON S ATELLITE V IEW

Most participants were against inclusion of the “Satellite View” (80%)
Opinions for Approved

Opinions for Against

2 GIS experts think the Satellite View offers users a

Compared with the “Street View”, Satellite

new view for observing the geography (especially the

View has many limitations. It offers a totally

distribution of the towns and terrain where change will

different view of map, which is just for

be shown more clearly).

observation but is unpractical. For illiterate
people, just “Street View” for them to visit is
enough.

5.3.3 History Records

All participants oppose the “History Records” Function
History records show what searches users have utilized in the past for text search
only. For Illiterate people, the symbol search can only represent one specific
category of landmarks.

T ABLE 7: O PINIONS ON H ISTORY R ECORDS

0%

Approved
Against

100%
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F IGURE 13: A PPROVED R ATING FOR H ISTORY R ECORDS
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5.3.4 Pan and Zoom
All participants approved the “Pan and Zoom” Function
Pan and Zoom is the most function for the online map

T ABLE 8 : O PINIONS ON P AN AND ZOOM

0%

Approved
Against

100%

F IGURE 14: A PPROVED R ATING

FOR

P AN AND Z OOM

5.3.5 Positioning

10%

Approved
Against

90%
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F IGURE 15: A PPROVED R ATING FOR P OSITIONING
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T ABLE 9 : O PINIONS ON P OSITIONING

Most participants support the “Positioning” function
Opinions for Approved

Opinions for Against

Users are able to know their current location, making

The single GIS expert thinks it would be difficult for

it easier for people that may have lost their way (for

illiterate people to use the “positioning” function.

Illiterate people, this feature is vital).

Illiterate people have no previous online map use

Only users know their current location. This will
enable them to check how to reach their destination.

experience, this feature is too difficult for them to
understand.

5.3.6 Audio Notice

All Participants think “Audio Notice” is important
Opinions for Approved
Illiterate people can’t read the text but are able to listen to audio. In instances where there is no
notice of text, the “Audio Notice” is necessary to help Illiterate people understand the meaning of the
relevant symbol.

T ABLE 10: O PINIONS ON AUDIO NOTICE

0%

Approved
Against
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100%

F IGURE 16: A PPROVED R ATING

FOR AUDIO NOTICE
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5.3.7 Show the Picture w hen the Click Sym bol

10%

Approved
Against

90%

F IGURE 17: A PPROVED R ATING FOR S HOWING THE P ICTURE ON S YMBOL CLICK

T ABLE 11: O PINIONS ON S HOWING THE P ICTURE ON S YMBOL CLICK

Most participants think “Show the Picture when Click Symbol” is necessary
Opinions for Approved

Opinions for Against

This function brings users a more visual understanding

This picture only illustrates a small part of real

of each specific location.

place, which just tells users what this place is but

For Illiterate people, the symbol shows a general

not a comprehensive explanation of this place.

concept of a specific place or location. The real picture
has the ability to replace the text to help them locate a
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specific place.
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5.3.8 Add Location

30%
Approved
Against
70%

F IGURE 5-7: A PPROVED R ATING FOR A DD L OCATION

F IGURE 18:A DD L OCATION
T ABLE 12: O PINIONS ON A DD L OCATION

Most participants against the “Add Location”
Opinions for Approved

Opinions for Against

This feature allows users to add their own favorite

A specific symbol can represent different places in

location into the map allowing easier access to this

one category, which requires users to run another

location next time.

naked-eye observation to find the specific location
when they access the added location.

In a text-free map, users can add corresponding

Add new location is an extra feature in traditional

symbols of their favorite location for visiting.

online maps Regardless of the symbol or audio, the
efficiency of this feature is not good.

5.3.9 Favourite

20%

Approved
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Against

80%

F IGURE 19: A PPROVED R ATING FOR F AVORITE
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Most participants think “Favorite” is not useful
Opinions for Approved

Opinions for Against

This feature lets users collect favorite locations they

This feature is not suitable for a text-free map. A

have previously searched for and can access those

specific symbol can represent different places in

collected locations easily next time (directly open the

one category, which requires users to run another

locations in Favorite instead of seeking for them in the

naked-eye observation for finding the specific

Search Bar). For Illiterate people, they add the

location.

corresponding symbols of their favorite location into
Favorite.
T ABLE 13: O PINIONS ON F AVORITE

The results of the survey indicate that the Search Bar, Positioning, Pan and Zoom are all important
features for text-free online maps. Audio Notice for place name and Show the Real Picture when the
Symbol is clicked are necessary for Non-English Speakers and Illiterate people. In addition, the
Symbol Search Bar and Audio Search Bar are also vital for non-English Speakers and illiterate people
to search for places. Thus the final map features that we have selected for inclusion on the text free
maps are shown in Table-13:

T ABLE 14: F EATURES FOR T EXT - FREE M AP

Features for Text-free map
Zoom in or zoom out
Pan
Positioning
Symbol Search Bar
Audio Search Bar
Audio Notice
Show the real picture when click symbol

This survey has identified the map features that will be included on the different kinds of maps (e.g.
text-free map with audio-only has no symbol search bar while text-free map with symbol-only has no
audio search bar). Following the two surveys to establish the best symbol type and to identify
appropriate map features to include, the maps were designed and created.
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5.4 Summary
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6. Web Map Design
6.1 Introduction
This is the key step in methodology, after the symbol type and map feature were defined, map design
is imperative for illiterate people. The research questions require us to compare the distinctions
between text maps and text-free maps, and to determine whether text-free maps are more suitable for
illiterate people and non-native-language speakers or not. Text map interfaces and text-free map
interfaces are therefore two of the two main dimensions by which we vary the design. Moreover,
combined with the previous study, symbol and audio are two alternative methods of information
representation instead of text. Thus maps using symbol and audio also need to be designed in order to
determine which kind of text-free map interface is the best. Therefore, we design 5 maps for
comparison (a total of 5 maps, text with symbol and audio is redundant since it is the same as text-free
with symbol and audio for illiterate people):
1. text with symbols;
2. text with audio;
3. text-free with symbol only;
4. text-free with audio only;
5. text-free with symbol and audio;

6.2 Web Map Design Produce
The presence or absence of text is the unique distinguisher between corresponding text maps and textfree maps (besides text, other designs are all the same between text and text-free maps). Each map
category has a corresponding search bar. For example, map 2 (text with audio) has a text search bar
and an audio search bar while map 5 (text-free with symbol and audio) has both a symbol search bar
and an audio search bar. Openlayers 3 is the main development environment for the online map
applications. OpenLayers 3 is a JavaScript library package designed for client to develop Web GIS,
Prototype.js modules have been applied into the OpenLayers 3 framework for object oriented
development.. According to previous research on how people conceptualize space for way-finding,
our design for all of the maps is centred around landmarks represented by appropriate symbols. The
data source for our online map applications is OpenStreetMap. The process of creating the text online
map interface is shown below in Figure 20, and the process for the text-free map is shown in Figure
| 1/1/2016

20. The only difference between these two processes is that the tile map from OpenStreetMap can be
used in the text map directly whereas the text was cut first before the tile map for the text-free map
was generated. For text-free map design, the process of cutting the text from OpenStreetMap

includes four steps which is shown in Figure 21.
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F IGURE 20: T EXT M AP D ESIGN P ROCESS

F IGURE 21: T EXT - FREE MAP DESIGN PROC ESS
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Diagram 2-design process of text-free online map interface
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6.3 Obtain the online Op enStreetMap as the tile Map
The first step in the creation of the online map interface is to load a tile map from OpenStreetMap as
the background for adding the features. This is the most important and basic step since all subsequent
steps will run in the tile map. The tile map is shown below:

F IGURE 22: T ILE M AP

6.4 Insert the Symbols for Landmarks (Including showing Images &
Audio)
This feature means inserting the symbols into the map and adding the corresponding function that
shows the images and reads the place name when users click the symbols. In order to make sure the
symbols can represent the meaning of landmarks well (users can know the meaning of landmarks
through symbols easily), all 16 symbols for the map interfaces were selected from easily recognized
simple symbols (based on the results of survey one, 60% illiterate people could match the simple
symbols and landmarks accurately and those simple symbols which were correctly matched by
illiterate people were also correctly matched by native English speakers and non-English speakers, so
the 16 symbols came from the correctly matched symbols for all three groups). The main areas for
inserting symbols are Albany, Auckland and Auckland City Centre in New Zealand, which were used
as test areas in the usability testing. Massey University, Sky Tower and Albany Bus Station are
| 1/1/2016

important landmarks for inserting symbols. We found the accurate geographical location
(geographical coordinates) of these landmarks and then inserted the symbols into the corresponding
geographical location:
x

Find the Name, Longitude and Latitude for each point of landmark from Google Map (e.g.
Sky Tower (174.7624, -36.848169), Massey University (174.703408, -36.733737)).
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x

Collect and save the Name, Longitude and Latitude of each point of landmark in the JSON
format.

x

Setting ID and longitude and latitude for each point of landmark, using the Function
(ol.Feature) to read the POI JSON (ivJson) and generate the position of symbols, then adding
the symbols to the corresponding position of the Vector layers (ol.layer.Vector).

To show the corresponding Picture or Audio for each symbol, we define a click event on the target
symbol, then set the “Feature Function” to inform the displayed elements on symbols (only showing
“Picture”, only showing “Audio” or showing both “Picture &Audio”). Finally, we display the
elements through HTML5, which supports Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera and many more Browsers.
The performance of “img” and “ivg” has been improved (Anthes ,2012; Chen et al., 2013). All images
were downloaded from the Internet and the Audio uses the audio function from Google API. The
inserted symbols are shown below. The code and explanation for this code is shown in Appendix D.
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F IGURE 23: S YMBOL I NSERT
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6.5 Pan and Zoom
As the basic function of map, the range of the Pan is set from Bottom to Center of interface, Zoom is
four times amplification for the center [-10997148, 4569099]. Examples of Pan and Zoom are shown
below. The relevant code is shown in Appendix E.
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F IGURE -24: F ROM A LBANY S HOPPING C ENTER TO A LBANY B ROWNS B AY (P AN )

F IGURE 25: F ROM N EW Z EALAND TO N ORTH I SLAND OF N EW Z EALAND
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6.6 Obtain Current Location
HTML5 provides a Location Based Service (Geolocation API) letting users share their location in the
web map application using GPS data (Global Positioning System). Once users send a request to obtain
their current position, the browser will determine the coordinates, along with other parameters and
return the location information to the user. The process involves detecting whether the browser
supports the Geolocation API of HTML5 or not, creating a “Click Event” on the “Geolocate” button,
and creating a function to recognize the current longitude and latitude to return the location
information to the users. The example is shown below and the blue point is the user’s current
location. Such as Figure 26, we were near the Sky Tower of Auckland. The code and explanation for
this step is shown in Appendix F.
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F IGURE 26: E XAMPLE OF O BTAIN C URRENT L OCATION
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6.7 Search Bar
The online maps have different combinations of the “Text Search Bar”, “Voice Search Bar” and
“Symbol Search Bar”. The Layout is shown below:

F IGURE -27: L AYOUT OF S EARCH B AR

Text Search Bar
The text search bar is in English for all groups. Search by text function judges whether the key
assignments of landmark name stored in IvJSON is consistent with the content in the search bar.
“Consistent” means the searched landmark of POI has been found, then extracts the longitude and
latitude of the landmark and builds the geometric object of the point of landmark, finally setting the
geometric object as the central point and showing the point of the corresponding landmark. This is
achieved by creating an Input Box, defining a “Click Event” in the “JS” and using the
SearchFeatureFromName(name) function to handle this Event. This then searches the corresponding
“value“ stored in JSON. The example of searching for Browns Bay is shown below. Relevant code is

| 1/1/2016

shown in the Appendix G.
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F IGURE 29: INPUT T EXT

F IGURE 28: F IND L OCATION

Audio Search Bar
Search by voice is implemented using the Speech Recognition Engine − Google Web Speech API.
The operation converts audio into text in the “Text Box”, duplicating the same job as the “Text Search
Bar”. The voice recognition process is only available in Google Chrome. All audio data is delivered in
English only. The example of searching for “Albany Bus Station” is shown below (the level of
information is contained in the audio is specific map text “Albany Bus Station”). Relevant code and

F IGURE 30: F IND L OCATION

F IGURE 31: INPUT V OICE
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explanation is shown in the Appendix G.
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Symbol Search Bar
We wanted to find a way to allow users to search for objects without relying on audio. We developed
a method to allow illiterate people and Non-English Speakers to search for places without just
depending on the place name using symbols. While this does not allow them to find specific places, it
does allow them to find specific types of places. This is achieved by defining an “IconTab” similar to
a table for storing information regarding the symbol. This then sets the ID for each symbol, inserts the
relevant ID, name and icon (symbol) into the “IconTab” and sets a “Click Event”. When clicking a
specific icon in the IconTab, the corresponding symbol in the map will replace that icon while the
IconTab remains hidden. One problem that was encountered is that there are two beach symbols in the
map (one is browns bay, one is mission bay), the symbol search should find all beaches if the beach
symbol is selected, and this is a problem that will be addressed in the future. The example of
searching “Massey University” is shown below. Relevant code is shown in Appendix G.

F IGURE 33: S ELECT I CON

F IGURE 32: F IND L OCATION

6.6 Cut the Text
In OpenStreetMap, text is in the form of an image. “Text” and “picture” all belong to the same layer.
Hence it is impossible to remove text by deleting the layer of text. The text-free map was thus
configured in the ArcGIS environment based on the OpenStreetMap. Firstly, we downloaded all
vector data (without downloading the vector data of text) from OpenStreetMap and ran the symbol
| 1/1/2016

settings of each Point, Line and Face according to the scale of OpenStreetMap. Secondly, the scale
data was saved as an MXD file in the ArcGIS. This scale data was then converted into the tile data
(tile data includes Road, Traffic lines and other map elements). Thirdly, using the API function
“ol.source.TileArcGISRest” of ArcGIS, tile data was added to the layer, inserting the POI and setting
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the distinguishability of the interface. Finally all features were added using the same method as for the
text map. The text-free map configuration step is shown below, and in more detail in Appendix H

F IGURE 34: A LL D OWNLOADED V ECTOR D ATA

F IGURE 35: T EXT - FREE MAP C ONFIGURATION

6.8 Map Publish
The 5 kinds of online maps designed are published through ArcGIS Server. The map was published
through ArcCatalog. After the IIS was configured, we chose the “Manager GIS Services” and input
the “Host Name”, then published the “MXD” file to the ArcGIS Server, finally selecting the

6.9 Summary
This Chapter has described the design and implementation of the map, based on the results of the first
two surveys. In the next chapter we will evaluate all of the created maps for illiterate people and non-
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corresponding service (Mapping and KML). The screen dumps are shown in Appendix I

local-language speakers, alongside native English speakers for comparison.
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7. Usability Study Methodology
7.1 Introduction
The usability evaluation for designed maps is for deciding whether the text-free map is necessary or
not and which text-free map is most suitable for illiterate people. Following the design of the map
interfaces, an experiment was conducted using qualitative and quantitative data to answer the research
questions posed in the Chapter 1.

7.2 Sample
A total of 90 participants were selected to take part in the experiment. They were divided into 3
groups: Illiterate people, Non-English Speakers and Native English Speakers (30 participants for each
group). The illiterate group only contains non-native English speaking people. Members of this group
can understand simple English words and use simple English sentences. All members of non-English
speaking group are literate. Participants were non-randomly selected through personal contacts, in
order to establish the required number in each group. It was difficult to recruit the illiterate people
group since many illiterate people are sensitive about their illiteracy and do not openly describe
themselves as illiterate. We recruited them by establishing a relationship of trust through regular
interactions at bays club (many illiterate people stay in bays club for drinking and playing pool), and
after such a relationship was established, they were willing to assist with the survey. All people who
took part in the symbol type selection also participated in the usability testing. We do not anticipate
any bias resulting from this as the usability test of map interface requires use of the web map and is
mainly influenced by participants’ level of English and experience of using map interfaces, while the
symbol study was an abstract investigation of the symbol sets independent of a map.

Research questions were aimed at comparing the difference of map use among each group, and the
sample size of each group was determined so that 6 participants from each of the three participant
groups completed the survey using one of the 5 map types. This allowed us to identify differences
both across participant groups and across map types. Although it would have been ideal to have more
than 6 participants in each of the sub-groups, this was impractical given the time constraints.

The native English speakers group acted as a control group (based on English Text) to show the
differences in map use between users who can read text and users who can’t, and to determine
| 1/1/2016

whether text free maps can also provide a functional alternative for literate (avoiding the need for
separate maps for the different user groups). Moreover, the research questions aimed to discover
whether the illiterate people and non-English speakers benefited from the text-free map interface,
bearing in mind that while non-English Speakers may not be able to read some of the text (for
example, labels on map interface functions), they are more likely to have general reading ability and
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experience with electronic devices in a textual environment. However, even if both groups can’t read
words, the illiterate group may also be less able to read maps.

7.3 Experimental Design
The experimental design tests the learnability, efficiency and effectiveness for all features of the 5
map applications (Pan and Zoom, Positioning, Three Search Bars and Click Event on Symbols) and
aims to determine the degree of satisfaction (from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”) with
each kind of online map. The three main sections of the questionnaire include: completing the given
tasks to test each map feature, filling in the System Usability Scale (SUS) form to illustrate the
satisfaction of their evaluated map and answering some questions about text-free map improvements.
Participants were asked to:

1. Completed the following 5 tasks:
a. Find the shortest route between two given landmarks (Text map interface)
b. Find the corresponding symbols of three given landmarks (Text feature: three search
bars)
c. Get your current location (Test feature: Positioning).
d. Find three given symbols through using the “Pan and Zoom” (Test feature: Pan and
Zoom).
e. Determine the place name of three given symbols.
2. Complete the System Usability Scale (SUS) form.
3. Answer some open-ended questions about their experience using the online map. The full
questionnaire is show in Appendix J. Participants were recorded and timed while they were
completing the survey.

Each part of the map is required to be tested more than once to allow for verification of the
learnability, efficiency and effectiveness of the map (e.g. Using Pan and Zoom; finding three specific
symbols which means that “Pan and Zoom” are being tested three times) (Jeng, 2005; Joo, 2011). The
evaluation of Learnability and Efficiency of maps is based on the time taken to complete tasks. The
Learnability test is for discovering the capability of users to learn how to use the online maps. Each
feature needs to be tested three times. The time taken for the first testing of finishing the task can be
measured as “Learnability” (e.g. when testing the learnability of “Pan and Zoom”, if participants
learnability of “Pan and Zoom” functions is effective) (Joo, 2011). The efficiency is used to measure
the ability of participants to use the map well without time waste. The speed for finishing the second
and third testing for the same task can be measured as the “Efficiency” (Jeng, 2005). The
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finish finding the first symbol through the “Pan and Zoom” quickly, which indicates that the

effectiveness measures the ability to create a desired result (utility). Effectiveness is measured by
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identifying whether the participants can finish the task accurately or not (Joo, 2011)). In addition, in
order to learn something about participants for more comprehensive results analysis, a total of 6 prequestions are designed to determine their age range, their occupation, the frequency of using maps and
online maps and their level of English. The detailed questionnaire is shown in Appendix J (The
Chinese version (Appendix O) of questionnaire was designed as there are 28 Chinese included in the
30 Non-English Speakers group. A further 2 Non-English Speakers come from Japan and Korea and
the questionnaire was read out to them), and the questionnaire was read out to the participants in the
illiterate people group. The corresponding Data Collection (Task Recording) is shown in Appendix N.

The experiment took place in Albany, Auckland, New Zealand. All participants were required to
finish the consent form before the experiment started to ensure willingness to take part in the
experiment. The content of the consent form was read out to the illiterate people, and a Chinese
version was provided to non-English Chinese speakers. In order to ensure all maps were evaluated by
all groups of participants (illiterate people, non-English Speakers, Native English Speakers), each
group was divided into five sub-groups and each sub-group was required to evaluate one kind of
maps. Each participate has their own ID (1 ~ 90) and is randomly allocated into a small group:

T ABLE 15: A LLOCATION FOR PARTIC IPANTS TO EVALUATE ONLINE MAPS

Group A (Illiterate People)

Group B (Non-English Speakers)

Group C (Native English
Speakers)

Participant

Map

No

Category
1~ 6

Text with

Participant No

1~ 6

Symbol Only
7~ 12

Text with

Text-free with

7~ 12

Text-free with

13~ 18
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Text-free with
Symbol and
Audio

Text with Audio

Text-free with

19~24

Text-free with

7~ 12

Text-free with
Symbol and Audio

Text with

Text with
Audio Only

13~ 18

Text-free with
Symbol Only

19~24

Text-free with
Audio Only

Audio Only
25~30

Map Category

Symbol Only

Symbol Only

Audio Only
25~30

1~ 6

Only

Symbol Only
19~24

Text with Symbol

Participant No

Only

Audio Only
13~ 18

Map Category

25~30

Text-free with
Symbol and
Audio
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7.4 Ethics
To ensure this research was executed with the highest ethical standards, the entire survey process was
approved through the ethical principles of Massey University. This requires that research procedures
be appropriate to the participants. Researchers have a responsibility to recognize their own cultural
location and to inform themselves of and take steps necessary to respect the social and cultural
sensitivity of all participants. Meeting language preferences of participants in the provision of
information was particularly important (Massey University, 2016) for our survey, as was ensuring that
illiterate participants were fully informed. The study followed the Massey University Code Of Ethical
Conduct.

7.5 Pilot Study
In order to make sure the online map interface worked well before the map evaluation and to evaluate
the data collection instruments, we ran a small scale preliminary test to evaluate feasibility, time, cost
and adverse events for the usability study and to predict an appropriate sample size and confirm
design of the final experiment. This was aimed at avoiding time and financial costs and identifying
any issues in the final usability study (Goodman et al., 1998; Pitman et al., 2002). The 3 participants
of a pilot study were recruited through personal contact. All could speak good English and were
proficient with electronic devices.

7.6 Summary
This Chapter has described the methodology and experimential design for the usability study that was
conducted to compare the 5 map interfaces and their use by different groups of respondents. The
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following Chapter presents the results for the study.
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8. Results
8.1 Introduction
All data analysis is based on the task performance of different groups of participants on the same map
and the task performance of participants in the same participant group on different kinds of map.

8.2 Pre-Question Analysis
This section analyzes the answers to pre-questions. The age-brackets of the illiterate people are
distributed from 15~55, while non-English speakers are mainly from 15~35. The illiterate people
participant group has more middle aged people. We think middle aged people also can work well as
young people which will not affect the results. Among the three participant groups, all native English
speakers could speak English well, almost all Non-English speakers were unable to speak any English
(29 of them could not speak English and only one could speak poor English). Most illiterate people
thought they were able to speak poor English (27) and a few of them could speak general English (3).
Regarding previous map use experience, all native English Speakers and Non-English Speakers have
used maps before while nearly half of the illiterate people have not used maps previously (12). We
consider it likely that the frequency of previous map use will affect the task performance, and
therefore we investigate the effect of use in the next Section (see Section 9.2). Most non-English
speakers use maps very frequently. Regarding their previous online map use experience, most
illiterate people have no previous online map user experience (only two of them have used online
maps). The amount of native English Speakers who used online maps frequently is generally the same
as native English speakers, with 2 native English Speakers that have not used the online maps before.
The two bar-charts below show participants’ previous map and online map user experience.

17

18
16
14

14

12
10
8

10

11

Illiterate People
Non English Speakers

8
6

6
3
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4

Native English Speakers
5

5

3

3

35~45

45~55

5

2
0
15~25

25~35

55~65

F IGURE 36: A GE - BRACKET FOR EACH G ROUP

63

35

30

29

30

27

25
Native English speakers

20

Non-English speakers

15

Illiterate people

10
5
0

0

0

Can't Speak any
English

0

1

0

Pool English

3

0

General

0

0

Native English
Speaker

F IGURE 37: E NGLISH S PEAKING LEVEL FOR EACH G ROUP

20

19

18

18

16

16
14

Native English Speaker

12

12

10

9

10

Non-English Speaker

8
6
4
0

2
0 0
Never

0
Rarely Used

General

0
Very Often

F IGURE 38: P REVIOUS M AP U SE E XPERIENCE
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2

Illiterate People

4

64

30

28

25
20

Native English Speaker

17

15

0

Illiterate People

8

10
5

Non-English Speaker

13

13

2

3 4 2

0
Never

Rarely Used

0
General

0
Very Often

F IGURE 39: P REVIOUS O NLINE M AP U SE E XPERIENCE

8.3 Time-Taken Analysis
8.3.1 Time-taken analysis for Different Groups
The data used in this section demonstrates the task performance for different kinds of participants on
the same map and task. Figure-40, below, compares the average time-taken in all tasks for each group
(the unit of time is converted into a numerical value). In general, Illiterate people were always slowest
and the Native English Speakers were fastest in finishing all tasks. This is due primarily to the fact
that Illiterate people spent most of their time in learning map features while Native English Speakers
spent least time in learning the features. The biggest difference in time taken between Native English
Speakers and Non-English Speakers occurred on the text map with audio-only (17.38mins &
36.18mins). Native English Speakers and Non-English Speakers spent almost the same time on the
text-free map with symbol-only (28.11mins & 28.45mins). The text map with symbol-only cost all of
the three groups least time and the smallest difference in the time-taken between Illiterate people and
other groups is shown in “text map with symbol and audio”. Time-taken means the time spent by
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participants from the starting of the first task to the end of the last task. .
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Time-Taken
80
70
60
50

66.23
58.44

59.17
43.26

40
30

36.18
28.27

28.11
28.45

20
10

71.01

19.02

Native English Speaker
47.29

Foreign English Speaker

29.19

Illiterate People

32.08

17.38

21.17

0
Text with
Symbol only

Text with
Audio-only

Text-free with Text-free with Text-free with
Symbol only
Audio only
Audio &
Symbol

Map Type

F IGURE -40: A VERAGE T IME -T AKEN FOR EACH GROUP

The time-taken analysis for some specific tasks for different groups is also useful to examine. The
tasks Find a shortest route between two landmarks (from “Massey University” to “Albany Bus
Station”) and define two landmarks on the way is a comprehensive test of map use, which shows the
distinctions based on different previous map experience. Another task “Find three landmarks: Massey
University, Albany Bus Station and Sky Tower” is also representative since the two new features
“Symbol Search Bar” and “Audio Search Bar” were frequently used to replace the text-based search
function. They are both designed for non-English speakers and illiterate people. Native English
Speakers spent the least time (4.17mins) on the task “Find the shortest way and define two landmarks
on the way” while Illiterate people spent the most time on it (28.37mins). However, Non-English
Speakers spent the least time on “Symbol Search Bar” and the overall time-taken on “Symbol Search
Bar” of these three groups are close. Zero seconds for non-English speakers for Audio Search Bar
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means no non-English speaker used the Audio Search Bar.
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30

28.37

25
20
15

List two landmaks
on the way

11.06

10
4.17

5
0

Native Engish Speaker

Non-English speaker

Illiterate People

F IGURE 41: TIME TAKEN ON TASK F IND A SHORTEST ROUTE BETWEEN TWO LANDMARK S

300
248.2

250
200

Symbol Seach Bar

150

Audio Search Bar

100
50
0

57.1
22.5

37.28
19.3

0

Native Engish Speaker Non-English speaker

Illiterate People

F IGURE 42: T IME - TAKEN ON TASK “F IND T HREE G IVEN L ANDMARKS ”

8.3.2 Time-taken Analysis for Map Types
The data for this section is used to compare the task performance of participants in the same category
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on different kinds of map. Table-14 also compares the time taken on different kinds of maps. In
general, for Native English Speakers, the mean time-taken on the text-free map is much more than the
text map (text map with audio-only takes the least time (17:38mins) while “text-free map with audioonly” takes the most (32.08mins). For Non- English Speakers, the mean time-taken on the map with
symbols is much less than that on the map without symbols (audio-only). The text-free map with
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symbols and audio takes the least time (25:19mins) while the text-free map with audio only takes the
most time (43:26mins). However, entirely different from the other two groups, Illiterate people spent
the least time on the text-free map with symbol and audio while they spent a similar time on the other
four kinds of maps.

8.3.3 Significance Difference Testing for Time -Taken
Tables 15 indicate the statistical significance of the differences between different user groups and map
types (Lysholm, 1982; Tryon, 2001; America et al., 2006). We used the ANOVA method for
calculating the significance, which is for analysis of variance attained and is based on whether the
observed p-value of is less than the significance level. The main approach is to subsample the data;
that is, use only some of the data in order to reduce the temporal resolution (Bandura, 1989). For
example, the surface temperature shows a strong day-to-day correlation. If the temperature
measurements were separated by one month, the autocorrelation would be much smaller and perhaps
we could assume that the data are independent. The highlighted cells are those for which the
difference is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. The detailed processing for calculating the
significance is shown in Appendix K:
T ABLE 16: S IGNIFICANCE D IFFERENCE FOR T IME -T AKEN

Text with Symbol-Only

Source of Variation

F

P-value

F crit

Native English Speakers and
Illiterate People

23894.12

2.68E-16

4.182964

Non- English Speakers and
Illiterate People

177.656

6.78E-14

4.182964

Native English Speakers and
Non- English Speakers

15.32622

0.000504

4.182964

Source of Variation

F

P-value

F crit

Native English Speakers
and Illiterate People

27869.12

1.21E-16

4.182964

Non- English Speakers and
Illiterate People

78.656

9.54E-9

4.182964
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Text with Audio-Only
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Native English Speakers
and Non- English Speakers

57.477

5.43E-8

4.182964

Text-free with Symbol-Only
Source of Variation

F

P-value

F crit

Native English Speakers
and Illiterate People

21976.12

2.89E-16

4.182964

Non-English Speakers and
Illiterate People

98.35

4.23E-15

4.182964

Native English Speakers
and Non- English Speakers

0.036458

0.85333

4.182964

Text-free with Audio-Only
Source of Variation

F

P-value

F crit

Native English Speakers
and Illiterate People

19787.12

9.21E-15

4.182964

Non- English Speakers and
Illiterate People

98.35

9.71E-13

4.182964

Native English Speakers
and Non- English Speakers

40.01

0.000023

4.182964
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Text-free with Symbol & Audio
Source of Variation

F

P-value

F crit

Native English Speakers
and Illiterate People

112.23

7.21E-10

4.182964

Non- English Speakers and
Illiterate People

70.7667

6.71E-8

4.182964

Native English Speakers
and Non- English Speakers

5.45

0.032946

4.182964

* “F” value is the variance of two groups, “F crit” is the Threshold of “F” Under the appropriate level
of significance, P-value is the Probability of Significance Difference under corresponding “F- value”
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The data of Table-15 illustrates that the differences in time-taken are significant at a level of 0.01 in
nearly all cases. Only in Text-free map with Symbol Only there is no Significant Difference between
Native English Speaker and non-English Speaker (F (0.036458) < F (4.182964); P-value (0.85333) >
0.005). It is worth mentioning that the native English speakers and non-English speakers have a
significant difference for time-taken on “text-free map with symbol and audio” (F (5.45) > F
(4.182964); 0.001 < P-value (0.0032496) < 0.005).

8.4 Usability Test
The System Usability Scale (SUS) is a simple Likert scale and shares a comprehensive method to
measure subjective assessments of the usability of interfaces. The approach for calculating the
corresponding scores for SUS to measure the usability is defined by previous study (Brooke, 1996;
Borsci, 2009; Bangor et al., 2009; Kortum, 2013). Different groups have various ideas regarding the
usability of the map. For the text map with symbol-only and audio-only, the average SUS scores of
Native English Speakers is larger than 70, and that of the text map of audio only is 82.5. By contrast,
besides the text-free map with symbol and audio, the average SUS score of Illiterate people is much
smaller than that of Native English Speakers and non-English Speakers. However, the SUS score for
Illiterate people shows a significant increase in the text-free map with symbol and audio compared
with the other four kinds of maps (from approximate 30 to 57.5). The SUS score between Native
English Speakers and Non- English Speakers in text-free with symbol only is close (65 and 67.5).
The average SUS score of each kind of maps is shown in Table-16, the detailed arithmetic for
calculating the SUS is shown in Appendix L:

T ABLE 17: SUS S CORES

FOR DIFFERENT PARTICIPANTS

Text with Symbol Only
Text with Audio Only
Text-free with Symbol Only
Text-free with Audio Only
Text-free with Symbol and
Audio

Native English
Speakers
77.5(>70)

Non-English Speakers

Illiterate People

65

35

82.5(>70)
65
60
67.5

45
67.5
37.5
60

22.5
37.5
25
57.5
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Average Scores on each Map
Participants Category/
Map Type
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8.4.1 Significance Testing for Difference in SUS Score
This section explores the difference between participant groups and their views of the usability of
each kind of map. The main method used is to compare the significance of the difference between the
SUS scores of different kinds of maps. The comparison is mainly focused on the text map with
symbol-only and text-free map with symbol-only, text map with audio-only and text-free map with
audio-only and three kinds of text-free maps. The statistical significant of the difference in SUS for
compared maps is listed in Table-17, Table-18 and Table-19 and the detailed SUS scores for each
map are listed in Appendix M. The highlighted row is the only one that has a significance difference.
Corresponding measuring methods are shown in Appendix M.

T ABLE 18: S IGNIFICANT D IFFERENCE OF SUS SCORE – N ATIVE E NGLISH S PEAKERS

Native English Speakers
Text with Symbol-only

F

P-value

F crit

Text-free with Symbol-only

7.352941

0.053447

6.607891

Text with Audio-only

F

P-value

F crit

Text-free with Audio-only

45

0.001114

6.607891

Text-free with Symbol-only

F

P-value

F crit

Text-free with Symbol and Audio

0.251509

0.637311

6.607891

Text-free with Audio-only

F

P-value

F crit

1.956522

0.220754

6.607891

&

&

&
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&
Text-free with Symbol and Audio
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T ABLE 19: S IGNIFICANT D IFFERENCE OF SUS SCORE – N ON - E NGLISH S PEAKERS

Non-English Speakers
Text with Symbol-only

F

P-value

F crit

Text-free with Symbol-only

0.9375

0.377391

6.607891

Text with Audio-only

F

P-value

F crit

Text-free with Audio-only

3.648649

0.114365

6.607891

Text-free with Symbol-only

F

P-value

F crit

Text-free with Symbol and
Audio

2.410714

0.181214

6.607891

Text-free with Audio-only

F

P-value

F crit

0.00024

6.607891

&

&

&

&
Text-free with Symbol and
Audio
86.78571

T ABLE 20: S IGNIFICANT D IFFERENCE OF SUS SCORE – I LLITERATE P EOPLE

Text with Symbol-only
&

F

P-value

F crit
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Illiterate People
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Text-free with Symbol-only

5.136986

0.072758

6.607891

Text with Audio-only

F

P-value

F crit

Text-free with Audio-only

5.95

0.061482

6.607891

Text-free with Symbol-only

F

P-value

F crit

23.52

0.004675

6.607891

F

P-value

F crit

68.51351

0.00042

6.607891

&

&
Text-free with Symbol and
Audio

Text-free with Audio-only
&
Text-free with Symbol and
Audio

For native English speakers, there is no significant difference of SUS Scores between “text map with
symbol-only” and “text-free map with symbol-only” (F (7.352941)> F (6.607891), P-value (0.0053) >
0.005)), whereas the difference of SUS Scores between “text map with audio-only” and “text-free
map with audio-only” is significant. For non-English speakers, the significant differences of SUS
Scores only exist in “text-free map with audio-only” and “text-free map with symbol and audio”.
However, in terms of Illiterate people, significant differences only exist between “text-free map with
symbol-only” and other text-free maps. Both have a significant difference of SUS scores compared
with “text-free map with symbol and audio” respectively.

8.5 Evaluation for Map Features
| 1/1/2016

We also evaluated the map features that were included on the online maps: Positioning, Pan and
Zoom, Symbols, Text Search Bar, Symbol Search Bar and Audio Search Bar. Each feature is
evaluated based on its learnability, effectiveness and efficiency. The time-taken on each feature is the
determining factor.
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8.5.1 Positioning
The operation of using Positioning is too simple, which only requires click the button “Geolocate Me”
and the interface will show the user’s current location. Therefore, this feature is only measured by
effectiveness, which means that whether the user was able to find their current position successfully
or not.

8%

Success
Failure

92%

F IGURE 43: T HE RATE OF SUCCESS IN USING FEATURE “P OSITIONING ”

A total of 83 (92%) participants finished the “Positioning Testing” with only 7 (8%) of participants
being unable to find their current location.

8.5.2 Pan and Zoom
The Pan and Zoom functions are tested with a task that requires the user to find three specific symbols
(Bank, Cinema and Library). The time-taken for the first symbol is used to measure the learnability of
these functions. The time-taken for the second and third symbol is used to measure the efficiency of
these functions.

Participants / Symbols

First Symbol

Second Symbol

Third Symbol

Native English Speakers

10:07sec

5:46 sec

6:03sec

Non- English Speakers

8:53sec

4sec

6:26sec

Illiterate People

21:27sec

14:06sec

13:57sec
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T ABLE 21: T IME -T AKEN FOR FINDING SYMBOLS
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T ABLE 22: S IGNIFICANT D IFFERENCE ON T IME -T AKEN

First Symbol
F

P-value

F crit

103.9268

1.13E-16

3.946876

F

P-value

F crit

95.48

7.78E-14

3.946876

&
Second Symbol

First Symbol
&
Third Symbol

Table-20 shows that the overall time-taken on finding the second and third symbol is much less than
the first symbol. Table-21 shows that the difference between the time-taken on first symbol searching
with both second and third symbol searching is statistically significant (no comparison of the second
and third symbol since the time-taken of third symbol is more than the second symbol, only if both of
them have statistically significant with first symbol means this function has a good efficiency). In
short, participants are much quicker at finding the second and third symbols compared with the first
symbol. In addition, 81 (90%) people successfully found all three symbols.
T ABLE 23: T HE CASE OF FINDING SECOND AND THIRD SYMB OL BY USING PAN AND ZOOM

Find 3 symbols successfully

81

Find 2 symbols successfully

8

Therefore, “Pan and Zoom” has a good learnability since literate people only spent less than 10
seconds in finding the first symbol, the efficiency of “Pan and Zoom” is also good based on the timetaken of the second and third landmark both have the Significant Difference with the first landmark,
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90% people are able to find all three symbols successfully suggest this feature has a good
effectiveness.
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8.5.3 Text Search Bar
19 participants attempted to use the text-search bar to find a specific landmark, 7 non-English
speakers and 10 illiterate people were not willing to try this feature. (36 people have chances to use
this feature in total since there are two maps have text (text map with symbol-only and text map with
audio-only) and each one needs to be evaluated by 18 participants (6 for each group)). Participants
were made up of:
x

12 Native English Speakers

x

5 Non-English Speakers

x

2 Illiterate people.

Learnability & Effectiveness
T ABLE 24: T HE CASE OF F IRST LANDMARK SEARCH BY “T EXT S EARCH B AR ”

First Landmark Searching
Did not Attempt

17

Success

15

Unsuccessful

4
15.07sec

Mean time-taken on success

Of those who used the text search bar, all of the 12 native English speakers who evaluated maps that
included the text search bar were successful in using it to finding the first landmark. Only 2 nonEnglish speakers who evaluated maps that included the text search bar succeed to find the Text Search
Bar and only 1 illiterate person was successful in finding the first landmark.
T ABLE 25: T HE DISTRIBUTION OF GROUPS FOR FINDING THE FIRST LANDMARK SUC CESSFULLY

Participants’ Success and Time-taken in finding first landmark successfully
Number & Mean

Native English

Non- English

Illiterate People

Time-Taken /

Speakers

Speakers

Number

12

2

1

Mean Time-Taken

14.29sec

16.23sec

28.28sec
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Participants
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Of those 19 participants who attempted to use the text search bar, 15 participants found the first
landmark (Massey University) successfully while only 2 participants failed in using the Text Search
Bar. These 15 successful participants were made up of 12 Native English Speakers, 2 Non- English
Speakers and 1 Illiterate Person. While the majority of the illiterate group have negligible literacy,
one of the group members had used the computers before. Although he couldn’t read text, he knew
how to find each letter on the keyboard and how to input letters one by one in to the search bar.
Whilst this took a longer amount of time, he was successful in his search.

Efficiency Test
Of those 15 people who were successful in finding the first landmark (Massey University) all chose to
use the “Text Search Bar” to find the second landmark (Sky Tower) and the third landmark (Albany
Bus Station). Table-25 shows the high success rate of the second and third landmark through using the
text search bar (100% for each, the mean time-taken on third landmark is a little bit longer since the
word “Albany Bus Station” is longer to type). Figure-44 indicates the time-taken on all three
landmarks for all three groups with the difference of time-taken between first landmark and two latter
landmarks being significant. Table-26 illustrates the Significant Difference on time-taken for
searching all three landmarks by using Text Search Bar. It indicates that the speed of searching the
latter two landmarks is much faster than the first one.

T ABLE 26: T HE S UCCESS R ATE OF S ECOND AND T HIRD L ANDMARK S EARCHING

Second Landmark Search
Did not Attempt

0

Successful

15

Unsuccessful

0

Mean time-taken

10.27sec
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Third Landmark Search
Successful

15

Unsuccessful

0

Mean time-taken

11.21sec

77

30

28.28

25
20.46

20
15

16.23
14.29

17.33
10.08

10

9.23

Illiterate People
Non-English Speaker

11.14
8.58

Native English
Speaker

5
0
First Landmark

Second Landmark

Third Landmark

F IGURE 44: T IME T AKEN ON ALL THREE L ANDMARKS OF EACH G ROUP

T ABLE 27: S IGNIFICANT D IFFERENCE ON T IME -T AKEN FOR S EARCHING THREE L ANDMARKS

Significant Difference on Time-Taken
First Landmark

F

P-value

F crit

1.91E-06

4.493998

F

P-value

F crit

46.59812

4.78E-06

4.493998

&
Second Landmark

First Landmark

52.70914

&
Third Landmark

8.5.4 Audio Search Bar
Learnability & Effectiveness

Bar and say the place name loudly to Audio Search Bar, then the voice recognition system will
convert the voice into the text and shown in the Audio Search Bar. After checking the content of text
can match the content of voice, users can click the “Search” button and the destination will be found.
The screen dumps are shown in Chapter 6.5.
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The Audio Search Bar works based on the voice recognition, users needs to click the Audio Search
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A total of 32 participants attempted to use the Audio Search Bar to search the first landmark (Massey
University), which includes 14 Native English Speakers, 2 non-English Speakers and 16 Illiterate
People. However, there are still 22 participants were not willing to attempt this feature for the first
landmark (54 people have chances to use this feature in total since there are three maps have text (text
map with audio-only and text-free map with audio-only and text-free map with symbol and audio) and
each one needs to be evaluated by 18 participants (6 for each group))
T ABLE 28: T HE CASE OF F IRST LANDMARK SEARCH BY “A UDIO S EARCH B AR ”

First Landmark Search
Did Not Attempt

22

Success

19

Unsuccessful

13
34.57sec

Mean time-taken on success

T ABLE 29: T IME T AKEN ON

ALL THREE

L ANDMARKS OF EACH G ROUP

Different Participants finding First Landmark Successfully
Number & Mean

Native English

Time-Taken /

Speakers

Illiterate People

Participants
Number

14

5

Mean Time-Taken

30.02sec

49.47sec

Table-27 and Table-28 both illustrate 59.4% of participants successfully finished the first landmark
searching through the audio bar. Those successful participants contain 14 native English speakers and
5 illiterate people. While 32 native English speakers and illiterate people attempted to use the audio
search bar function, the poor performance of the voice recognition function (Google API), particularly
| 1/1/2016

with people who do not use standard pronunciation and emphasis, has resulted in lower effectiveness
of audio search than that of text search. Illiterate people spent more time on this feature since their
pronunciation was not as well as native English speakers so that many times their voice can’t be
recognized. Compare with Symbol Search Bar, participants spent much more time on the first
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landmark and the success rate of the first landmark shows a dramatically decreases, which suggests
the learnability and effectiveness of Audio Search Bar is not good.

Efficiency Test
As the audio search bar was difficult to learn, only 13 of the 19 participants who used it to find the
first landmark when on to use it for the second landmark (Sky Tower). 9 participants chose to use the
Audio Search Bar to search to the third landmark (Albany Bus Station).
Table-29 shows the general success rate of second and third landmark using the text search bar
(76.9% for second landmark and 77.8% for third landmark). Figure-45 indicates the time-taken on all
three landmarks, for the two groups who used it. Table-30 shows significance difference on timetaken only exists between the first landmark and third landmark. The speed of the latter two
landmarks have no obviously improvement compared with the first one, which indicates the
efficiency of Audio Search Bar is general.

T ABLE 30: T HE C ASE OF S EARCHING THE S ECOND AND T HIRD L ANDMARKS

Second Landmark Searching
Did not Attempt

6

Successful

10

Unsuccessful

3

Mean time-taken on success

37.29sec

Did not Attempt

4

Successful

7

Unsuccessful

2

Mean time-taken on success

29.56sec
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Third Landmark Searching

80

60
50
40

52.01

49.47

44.26
34.31

30.02

Illiterate People
27.28

30
20

Native English
Speakers

10
0
First Landmark

Second Landmark

F IGURE 45: T IME T AKEN ON

Third Landmark

ALL THREE

L ANDMARKS OF EACH G ROUP

T ABLE 31: S IGNIFICANT D IFFERENCE ON T IME -T AKEN FOR S EARCHING THREE L ANDMARKS

Significant Difference on Time-Taken
First Landmark

F

P-value

F crit

4.662481

0.059137

5.117355

F

P-value

F crit

66.95686

0.000179

5.987378

&
Second Landmark

First Landmark
&
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Third Landmark
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8.5.5 Symbol Search Bar
Learnability & Effectiveness
40 participants attempted to use the Symbol Search Bar to search for the first landmark (Massey
University) while 14 did not try to use it (54 people have chances to use this feature in total since
there are three maps have text (text map with symbol-only and text-free map with symbol-only and
text-free map with symbol and audio) and each one needs to be evaluated by 18 participants (6 for
each group)).
This group contained:
x

5 Native English Speakers

x

23 Non- English Speakers

x

12 Illiterate people
T ABLE 32: T HE CASE OF F IRST

LANDMARK SEARCH BY

“A UDIO S EARCH B AR ”

First Landmark Searching
Did not Attempt

14

Successful

32

Unsuccessful

8

Mean time-taken to successfully

6:53sec

perform the function

T ABLE 33: T IME T AKEN ON ALL THREE L ANDMARKS OF EACH G ROUP

Different Participants in finding the first landmark successfully
Number & Mean

Native English

Non- English

Illiterate People

Time-Taken /

Speakers

Speakers

Number

5

22

5

Mean Time-Taken

4:22sec

6:46sec

9:01sec
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Participants
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Table-31 and Table-32 demonstrate that 32 (80%) people were able to find the first landmark
successfully, with only one Non- English Speaker and two Illiterate people that could not finish this
task. The mean time-taken for finding the first landmark is only 6.53 sec. Therefore, users could find
the first landmark quickly suggests that Symbol Search Bar has a good learnability and 80% users
could find the first landmark successfully also indicate that the effectiveness of Symbol Search Bar is
good.

Efficiency Test
29 of the 32 successful people, chose to use the Symbol Search Bar to search for the second landmark
(Sky Tower) and 23 also used it for the third landmark (Albany Bus Station).

T ABLE 34: T HE C ASE OF S EARCHING THE S ECOND AND T HIRD L ANDMARKS

Second Landmark Searching
Did not Attempt

3

Successful

25

Unsuccessful

4

Mean time-taken on success

7:48sec

Third Landmark Searching
Successful

23

Unsuccessful

0

Mean time-taken on success

6:28sec

Table-33 shows the success rate of the second and third landmark search by using the symbol search
bar (86.2% and 100% respectively). Figure-46 indicates the time-taken on all three landmarks, each
group shows the different speed on second and third landmark, native English speaks and non-English
speakers are all fast. The difference of time-taken between first landmark and two latter landmarks is
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not statistically significant since these three landmarks were all searched quickly. It suggests that the
efficiency of Symbol Search Bar is good.
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10
9.01

9

8.41
8.02

8
7

7.25

6

8.02
7.58
Illiterate People

6.46
5.30

5
4.22

4

Non English Speakers
Native English Speakers

3
2
1
0
First Landmark

Second Landmark

F IGURE 46: T IME T AKEN ON

ALL THREE

Third Landmark

L ANDMARKS OF EACH G ROUP

T ABLE 35: S IGNIFICANT D IFFERENCE ON T IME -T AKEN FOR S EARCHING THREE L ANDMARKS

Significant Difference on Time-Taken
First Landmark

F

P-value

F crit

7.087039

0.013378

4.241699

F

P-value

F crit

0.007917

0.929871

4.279344

&
Second Landmark

First Landmark

Third Landmark
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8.6 Other Analysis
The analysis in this section is based on the fourth part of the questionnaire (See Appendix J) where
participants express their views about the interfaces in response to open-ended questions.

8.6.1 Evaluation of Layout
1. Do you like the interface layout of the map? (Yes/No) Any suggestions about the
layout improvement?

14%

Appreciate
Not Appreciate

86%

F IGURE 47: A PPRECIATE R ATE OF L AYOUT

77 (86%) participants liked the appearance of the online map interface while 13 (14%) participants
did not appreciate the layout of the map they used (the data is based on responses to the open question
“Do you like the layout of your map? (Yes/No)). Among those 13 participants, 8 thought that the
Search bar should be put at the left top of the interface since the Search Bar currently popular online
maps are at the left top, 6 thought that the traffic lines were not enough, 6 thought that the size of the
symbols was too big and 3 didn’t like the color settings of the interface.

9
8

8

7

6

6

6

5
4

3
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3
2
1
0
Wrong Position of
Search Bar

Lack of Traffic
Lines

Symbol Size is too
Big

F IGURE 48: M AIN P ROBLEMS OF L AYOUT

Ugly Color
Settings
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8.6.2 The Difficult Features
2. Which part is the most difficult in learning to use this web map?

45
40

41

35
30

28

25
20

Namber of People

15
9

10
5

2

0
Audio Search Bar Symbol Search
Bar

Text Search Bar

Symbol Click
Event

F IGURE 49: M AIN D IFFICULT F EATURES

A total of 41 participants think the Audio Search Bar is the most difficult feature (equal number in
each group have the opportunity to use the search bar, 6 for each group). These participants include:
x

10 Native English Speakers

x

18 Non-English Speakers

x

13 illiterate people.

28 people think the Symbol Search Bar is the most difficult (9 Native English Speakers, 7 NonEnglish Speakers and 12 Illiterate people) while only 2 people chose the Text Search Bar (all NonEnglish Speakers). The illiterate people did not specify text search as the most difficult feature
mainly because they didn’t try to use is). In addition, there are 9 people that think the “Symbol Click”
is the most difficult feature (1 Non-English Speaker and 8 Illiterate people). Those people thought
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there was nothing happened when they tried to click symbols for many times.
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8.6.3 The Meaning of Symbols
Do you think it is easy to understand the meaning of the symbols? If not, which symbols
need to be changed?
Like Figure-50 and Figrure-51, only 24 (26.7%), participants thought that all of the symbols were
easy to understand (63 participants thought the Symbol of “Albany Primary School” was not
meaningful, 58 participants chose the “Community Hall” while 26 of them chose the “Cinema”, and
another 11 participants selected other symbols). All misunderstood symbols were shown in Appendix
A.

26.70%
Easy to Understand
Not Easy to Understand
73.30%

F IGURE 50: T HE RATE OF U NDERSTOOD S YMBOLS

70

63

60
50

50
40

26

30
20

12
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10
0
Albany Primary
School

Community Hall

Cinema

Other

F IGURE 51: M AIN M ISUNDERSTOOD S YMBOLS
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8.7 Summary
Illiterate people spent most time on finishing all tasks among three groups, and they showed the
highest SUS score (most satisfaction) with the text-free map with symbol and audio of all of the tested
web map interfaces. No matter the time-taken or SUS scores, there is no significant difference
between text maps and text-free maps of non-English-speakers. Most participants think the layout of
the interface should be improved and that the audio search bar is the least effective and efficient
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feature used.
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9. Discussion
9.1 Introduction
This Chapter discusses how the results relate back to the research gaps and the original research
questions. Section 9.2 talks about the first research question about the differences between using the
online map interface for literate and illiterate people. Section 9.3 answers research questions 2 and 3
regarding whether the text-free map interface is useful for illiterate people and which kind of text-free
map is the best type; and research question 4 and 5 are discussed together in Sections 9.3 and section
9.4.

9.2 Difference among each kind of Participant
The data of mean time-taken between participants illustrates that the native English Speakers spent
the least time completing all of the tasks while Illiterate people spent the most time finishing all of the
tasks. Moreover, the large difference in the time-taken to finish all tasks among different these two
participant groups shows that it is much more difficult for Illiterate people to use the online map
interface compared with literate people and English speaking people.
For native English speakers and non-English speakers there exists a large difference in mean timetaken for both “text map with audio-only and “text-free map with audio only”. This suggests that the
text and audio are the two main elements that affect the online map interface use between these two
groups. The root cause is that Non-English Speakers are unable to read the text and speak English
(both Text and Audio Search are based on English-only), and is not surprising.
The difference in time-taken between non-English speakers and illiterate people on all kinds of textfree maps suggests that non-English speakers have more previous map experience than illiterate
people, or that they are better able to understand mapping concepts, perhaps as a result of skills they
have learnt through language learning (Brown, 2007). Furthermore, combined with the average SUS
scores for each group, the result validates that illiterate people are unable to use the online map
interface as well as literate people. This may be due to illiterate people have no previous map or
online map use experience and language is also a big barrier for them (pre-questions has talked about
these).
To address the issue of whether frequency of previous map use biases the results, we consider the
survey respondents who identified the “rarely use” frequency of previous map use, as this is the only
| 1/1/2016

use category that contains members of all three participant groups (there were no illiterate people in
the frequent use group, and no native-English speakers in the never use group). Looking only at the
‘rarely use’ category, the mean time-taken on finishing all tasks of illiterate people is 67.13mins while
native English speaker is 31.43mins and non-English speaker is 37.22mins. Moreover, the average
successful rate of finishing the tasks for native English speakers is 66% (each person can finish more
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than three tasks successfully), for non-English speakers is 57% (each person can finish nearly three
tasks successfully), for illiterate people is only 26% (each person can finish only one or two tasks
successfully). These two aspects illustrate that it is much hard for illiterate people to use the online
map interface, regardless of frequency of previous map use.

9.3 Comparison amongst different Online Map Interfaces
The mean time-taken data for different online map interfaces indicates which is the most suitable
online map interface for participant groups. For native English speakers, the time-taken on text maps
is significantly less than that of text-free maps, and there is a small significant difference between
different types of text free maps For non-English speakers, the biggest difference is shown between
“Map with Audio” and “Map without Audio” (both Text maps and Text-free maps), regardless of
whether the maps include text or not. The Audio functions are provided in English only. Moreover, a
statistically significant difference in time-taken only exists between “text-free map with audio-only”
and “text free map with symbol and audio” for non-English speakers, and not for other participant
groups. The difficulty with the audio function may be due to unusual pronunciation, which is not
detected by the voice recognition system that we used (non-English speakers can say little English and
they didn’t know the sounds that go with English letters). For Illiterate people, the least time was
spent on the “text map with symbol and audio” and there was a statistically significant difference
between “text-free map with symbol-only and text-free map with audio only” and “text-free map with
symbol and audio” respectively. Overall, the most suitable online map interface for Native English
Speakers is “text map”, the most suitable online map interface for non-English speakers is “text map
with symbol” and the best online map interface for Illiterate people is “text-free map with symbol and
audio”.
Therefore, text-free maps are required to be created to support Illiterate people, and they should
provide comprehensive text-free maps (include both symbol and audio), but they are not the best
maps for other participant groups.

9.4 Discussion of Individual Map Features
9.4.1 Positioning
The operation of “Positioning” is too simple to measure its “learnability” and “efficiency”. 92% of
participants were able to finish this task meaning the feature “Positioning” is an effective feature.

Native English speakers and non-English speakers both found the first symbol fast (less than 10.00
sec), which indicates the learnability of “Pan and Zoom” is good generally. 81(90%) of participants
could find all three symbols through “Pan and Zoom” and a further 8 (9%) participants were able to
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9.4.2 Pan and Zoom

find two symbols, indicating that the “effectiveness” of “Pan and Zoom” is good. In addition, the
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time-taken on finding the second and third landmark both dramatically declines compared with the
first symbol, which also means “Pan and Zoom” shows good efficiency.

9.4.3 Text Search Bar
15 (88.2%) participants finished the first landmark search, 15 (100%) participants finished the second
landmark search and 15 (100%) participants finished the third landmark search indicating that the
“Text Search Bar” has good “effectiveness”. Considering the users were required to input the correct
word with the correct format into the text bar, the speed of finishing the search of the first landmark is
fast (14.29’” for native English Speakers, 16.25”’ for non-English Speaker and 28.28”’ for Illiterate
people) and the learnability is good. Furthermore, the time-taken for the two latter landmarks search
sharply decreases, which shows the “Text Search Bar” shows good efficiency.

9.4.4 Audio Search Bar
Only 19 (59.4%) participants finished the first landmark searching, 10 (76.9) participants finished the
second landmark search and 77.8% participants finished the third landmark search. From this we can
determine that the “effectiveness” of the Audio Search Bar is not good. The mean time-taken on first
landmark searching reaches at 34.57”’ meaning the Audio Search Bar is not easy to learn to use. We
postulate that this is related to the poor performance of the voice recognition system that was used,
particularly for people using atypical pronunciation and emphasis.

9.4.5 Symbol Search Bar
32 (80%) participants completed the first landmark search, 25 (86.2%) participants completed the
second landmark search and 23 (100%) participants completed the third landmark search indicating
that the “Symbol Search Bar” has good effectiveness. The mean time-taken on the first landmark is
only 6.53’” meaning it has good learnability. The mean time-taken on the latter two landmarks is
almost the same as the first one (“7.48” for the second landmark and “6.28” for the third landmark)
because it is so simple that they are performing well at the start.

9.5 Research Question Validation
In this section, we go back to the Research Questions posed in section 1.4 and answer them in the
light of the results from the usability testing.
1. What are the differences between using the online map interface for literate and illiterate people?
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It is much more difficult for illiterate people to use the online map compared with the literate
people, they have the low ability to learn the features and use them effectively.

2. Is it necessary to develop a text-free online map interface for illiterate people?
Yes, it is. Illiterate people spent least time (Time-taken) and feel best (SUS Scores) when using
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the “text-free map with symbol and audio”, which suggests they really need the text-free online
map that includes symbol and audio.

3. Which kind of text-free map is most suitable for illiterate people?
The text-free map with symbol and audio is the most suitable category for illiterate people since
they showed the best performance when using it (mentioned in research question 2).

4. Is a text-free map easily and effectively used by non-local-language speakers, over a text map?
No. There is no large difference of task performance between text map and text-free maps for
non-local-language speakers, which does not indicate that the text-free map is beneficial for
non-local-language speakers. For non-local-language, the audio function with local language
and more static drawings are important aspects

5. How do text-free maps of different types compare to textual maps for literate, local-language
speaking people?
Text maps are much more suitable for literate people who speak the language in which the map
is published (in this case, English). The task performance of native English speakers on textfree maps was much worse than that of text maps based on the time they spent to finish all
tasks, and their SUS scores. Thus it will not be feasible to develop a single online map that
would suit all three of the user groups tested.

9.6 Research Limitation s
In this Section, we discuss the limitations of the research and their possible consequences.

9.6.1 Lack of Illiterate People
One of the limitations of this research wass the difficulty in finding illiterate people, as they are
relatively scarce in New Zealand and those who are illiterate are often unwilling to admit this. While
we were able to find 30 illiterate people, it was a difficult task. This means that the sample for testing
in the experimental session is limited in size, so more detailed analysis of subgroups (e.g. different

9.6.2 Different Previous Map Use Experience
The level of previous map use between different groups is also a limitation. Two participants at the
same group may illustrate entirely different performance because of the different previous online map
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levels of previous use of maps, different ages), could not be considered.

use experience.
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This limitation may impact the accuracy of the research question 1~3. Firstly, for measuring the
different performance between literate and illiterate groups, literate people who have no previous
online map use experience may have worse task performance than illiterate people, but the latter are
far more likely to have had previous map experience. Secondly, for non-local-language speakers and
illiterate people, bad task performance related to lack of previous map use experience may suggest
that text-free map interfaces are not useful, when poor results may actually be related to lack of
experience.

9.6.3 Low Quality of Voice Recognition System
Another limitation was the Voice Recognition System used. The results suggest that the voice
function is necessary for illiterate people, but many times the voice of illiterate people could not be
recognized by the software. The Voice Recognition System should be improved.

Low Voice Recognition functionality may cause more participants to fail in use of the Audio Search
Bar, when in fact it may be a useful function if better able to recognize speech.

9.7 Summary
This section indicates how this research fill the research gaps identified in Chapters 1 and 2. Illiterate
people were worst at using online map interfaces, but their performance was significantly improved
with text-free interfaces over text-interfaces. While non-local-language speakers did not benefit from
text-free maps, text-free map with symbol and audio was the most suitable category for illiterate
people. In addition, three main research limitations may affect the research results, which needed to
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be improved in future work.
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10. Conclusion and Future Work
In conclusion, we have shown the results of the evaluation of different online text-free map interfaces
for Native English speakers, Illiterate people and Non-English Speakers. This research indicates that
Illiterate people and Non-English Speakers all strongly prefer text-free map interfaces over text-based
interfaces and that text-free online map interfaces are necessary for these sectors. The design and
comparison looked at the five categories of online map interface:
x

text with symbol-only

x

text with audio-only

x

text-free with symbol-only

x

text-free with audio-only

x

text-free with symbol and audio.

A simple set of symbols was identified in the first survey (Symbol Match Game) as the best symbol
type for text-free interface in comparison to two alternative sets (complex symbols and photographs).
All three sets of symbols were designed during the course of the research.
A set of features that are appropriate for inclusion on a text-free map was selected through the second
survey, identifying search bar, Positioning, Pan and Zoom and Audio Notice functions as most
important. Two alternative types of search function were designed in addition to the standard text
search, in order to cater for non-English speaking and illiterate users: audio search and symbol search.
The five online map types were comprehensively evaluated using a task-based experiment during
which time-taken and success rates were recorded, usability testing with the System Usability Scale
(SUS) and open-ended questions. Scores on task performance illustrated that Illiterate people
experience greater difficulty in using all online map interfaces compared with Literate people. We
anticpated that this is due to their low educational level and low experience with map use and with
electronic items use. It is necessary for Illiterate people to have access to text-free online maps in
order to fully participate in society, and text-free maps with both symbol and audio is the best kind of
text-free map for Illiterate people. This differs from non-English people in that there is no significant
distinction in the task performance of that group between text-based map interfaces and text-free map
interfaces, but their performance in audio functions was impaired. It is suggested that non-locallanguage speakers don’t really need the text-free maps and the main reason for this is that text-based

features are similar. Additional features need to be added to the text-free maps to replace the text
compared with text-based maps for non-local-language speakers. Results also indicate that Illiterate
people are the most important and significant beneficiaries of this research. Currently there are at least
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maps and text-free maps have the same features so that the cases of non-English speakers using these

30 Illiterate people who participated in my research that have been benefited from this research, and it
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is suggested that the illiterate people around the world could have chances to own their the text-free
online map interface to find the places what they want through symbol or audio, obtain their current
location and learn more landmarks in the future.
The results of learnability, effectiveness and efficiency tests for map features indicate that both layout
and functionality of the online maps that were created all require improvement. According to the
findings of this research, participants consider maps using a single language is not sufficient, whereas
maps with multiple languages would allow more International users access; the accuracy of voice
recognition is not sufficient to allow for successful place searching and the meaning of some symbols
is not easy to understand.
Future work will focus on:
x

finding a wider range of illiterate people from different parts of the world;

x

finding and comparing participants who have the same background (e.g. the same experience
of previous online map using);

x

how to design the effective Text Search Bar for showing the non-local languages;

x

how to improve the Voice Recognition System for Voice Search Bar;

x

designing a function to display the distance and directions between a landmark and the user’s
current location and
investigating Illiterate people’s cognition of symbols in more depth.
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12. Appendix
Appendix A: All Designed Symbols
Simple Symbols
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Complex Symbols
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Photographs
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Appendix B: Questionnaire One

SYMBOL MATCHING GAME
Brief Project Summary
The goal of the project is to design and evaluate text-free maps. The reason for conducting this
research is that online maps are being used increasingly around the world, but people who have
difficulty reading or who speak other languages are not able to use them because much of their
content is conveyed through text. The whole project includes:
x

defining which kind of map should be designed (e.g. symbol only, audio only, symbol with
text)

x

designing the corresponding text-free maps

x

running usability and user experience experiments to evaluate the maps.

The results of these experiments will identify which kind of text-free map is the most suitable for
illiterate people.

Introduction
x

This is a matching gaming. The Landmark Collection Table below contains a total of 38
Landmark Symbols. The three tables “Simple Symbols”, “Complex Symbols” and
“Photography” all include 20 randomly selected symbols from the Landmark Collection
Table, please match the symbol with corresponding landmark.
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(NB: Please do not amplify any symbol)
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Landmark Collection Table
2

3

4

5

6

University

Gas Station

Museum

Middle & High
School

Primary
School

Zoo

7

8

9

10

11

12

Bank

Cinema

Hospital

Gym

Swimming
Pool

Farm

13

14

15

16

17

18

Theatre

Restaurant

Sea

River

Park

Stadium

19

20

21

22

23

24

High way

Bus Station

Railway Station

Railway

Street

Road

25

26

27

28

29

30

Avenue

Hotel

Beach

Island

Harbour

Pharmacy

31

32

33

34

35

36

Building

Court

Mountain

Shopping

Viaduct

Game Hall

37

38

Bridge

Community
Hall
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1
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Simple Symbols
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Complex Symbols
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Photographic Symbols

How long did this Matching Game take you to complete?
Which Symbol type do you like best?
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Do you have any suggestons about how these symbols should be used on a map?
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Appendix C – Questionnaire Two: Feature Selection

DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF TEXT-FREE
MAPS
Brief Project Summary
The goal of the project is to design and evaluate text-free maps. The reason for conducting this
research is that online maps are being used increasingly around the world, but people who have
difficulty reading or who speak other languages are not able to use them because much of their
content is conveyed through text. The whole project includes: defining which kind of map should be
designed (e.g. symbol only, audio only, symbol with text); designing the corresponding text-free maps
and running usability and user experience experiments to evaluate the maps. The results of these
experiments will identify which kind of text-free map is the most suitable for illiterate people. You are
required to say each feature is good or not for text-free maps and show your reasons. Each meaning of
function will be described verbally in chatting software (e.g. Skype, QQ). For this part, we did not use
a 5 point Likert scale to replace the table below since we were relying on the qualitative description of
reasons for a function being important or not.

Feature

Good/ Not Good

Reason

Search Bar
Pan and Zoom
Position
Satellite View
History Records
Showpicture of place when click
symbol
Audio Notice
Favorite
Add location
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This survey is for evaluating each feature of current online map… should there be more here?
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Appendix D − Insert Symbols
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The process of inserting the created symbols onto the map applications involves firstly, collecting the data of the
landmarks as Points of Interest (POI) and storing the name, type, longitude, latitude and scale of each in the form
of JSON, then calling the OpenStreetMap service to read the POT JSON (ivjson) and insert the symbol at the
appropriate location for the corresponding POI.
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Appendix E —Detailed Design of Pan and Zoom
Pan is set as from “Bottom to Center”. Zoom is amplified four times for the center [-10997148,
4569099]. The code below is for setting the view of the interface. The longitude for the center of
enlargement is set at 174.703408, the latitude at -36.733737, 4 * magnification.

Code of Zoom

From New Zealand to North Island of New Zealand through Zoom

The route of pan is from the bottom center.

North Island of New Zealand
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New Zealand
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From Albany Shopping Centre to Albany Browns Bay:

Albany Browns Bay
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Albany Shopping Centre
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Appendix F - Obtain Current Location
HTML5 provides the Location Based Service (Geolocation API) allowing users to share their location
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in the web map application, which offers GPS (Global Positioning System) data.
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Appendix G − Search Bar
The search bar is implemented by setting a DIV at the right top of the interface, which includes a table
with four rows. The first row is the “Text Search”, the second row is the “Audio Search”, the third
row is the “Icon (symbol) Search”, the last row is the “Icons Tab”.

Text Search Bar
The text search bar is implemented by creating an “Input Box” in the first column of first row,
defining a “Click Event” in the “Javascript” and using the function SearchFeatureFromName(name)
to handle this Event that then searches the corresponding “value“ stored in the “JSON format” for the
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parameter” of “Input Box”.
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120
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Symbol Search Bar
The symbol search bar is implemented by firstly creating an “IconImage”, then defining a “Click
Event” in the javascript for setting and displaying the “Icon”. The function selecticonimage (name) is
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to replace the selected “Icon” and hide the “Icon Tab”.
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122
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Audio Search Bar
The “Google Web Speech API” is used to convert audio to text, then execute the same task as the
“Text Search Bar” (YY means the Audio).
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The voice recognition process only runs in Google Chrome.
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Appendix H − Cut the Text
The process of removing the text from the online map involves firstly downloading all vector data
from OpenStreetMap and running the symbol settings of each Point, Line and Face according to the
scale of OpenStreetMap. This is followed by saving each scale data as the Mxd file in the ArcGIS,
then converting these scale data into tile data (tile data includes Road, Traffic lines and other map
elements). The third stage involves using the API function “ol.source.TileArcGISRest” of ArcGIS
Tile Data to add the layer, insert the POI and set the distinguishability of the interface. The final stage
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involves using the same method as for the text map to add all of the map functions.
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Appendix I - Map Published

Choose the Manager GIS Server
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Publish the “MXD” file to the ArcGIS Server
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Select the service
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Appendix J – Questionnaire for Map Evaluation

TEXT-FREE MAPS PROJECT
Brief Project Summary
The goal of the project is to design and evaluate text-free maps. The reason for conducting this
research is that online maps are being used increasingly around the world, but people who have
difficulty reading or who speak other languages are not able to use them because much of their
content is conveyed through text. The whole project includes:
x

defining which kind of map should be designed (e.g. symbol only, audio only, symbol with
text)

x

designing the corresponding text-free maps and running usability

x

use experience experiments to evaluate the maps.

The results of these experiments will identify which kind of text-free map is the most suitable for
illiterate people.
This survey is for evaluating each designed map. You will be asked to complete 5 tasks and give
feedback about how you use the map. For illiterate people, I will read out the questionnaire out for
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them to enable them to finish this questionnaire. Sincerest thanks for your help!
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Pre-Question
Please circle your age range.

15~25

25~35

35~45

45~55

55~65

What is your occupation?

How often do you use maps? (Please circle your answer)
Never

Rarely Used

General

Very Often

How often do you use online maps? (Please circle your answer)
Never

Rarely Used

General

Very Often

What is your first language? (Please circle your answer)
English

Chinese

Other

How well do you speak English? (Please circle your answer)
General

Native
Speaker

English
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Can’t speak any Poor
English
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Part One: Route Searching
Start recoding
Please find the shortest route between the two places listed in the first column of the table
below (you need to find 2 routes in total).
For each route, please find two landmarks you will pass along the way if you follow your
chosen route.

Route

List two landmarks on the way

Massey University

Albany
y Bus Station

Albany Bus Station

Skyy Tower
To

Task No

Task

1.

Please find the following three places on the map using any
method you choose (Massey University, Sky Tower, Albany
Bus Station)

2.

Please find your current location on the map using any
method you choose.
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Part Two: Usability Testing
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Please use Pan and/or Zoom to find the following symbols.

4.

Please write down the place name for symbols below (found
in Task No 3)
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3.
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Part Three: System Usability Scale & Satisfaction Test
Usability Evaluation

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

Strong Agree

I think that I would use
this map frequently

I found this map
unnecessarily complex

I thought this map was
easy to use

I think that I would need
the
support
of
a
technical person to be
able to use this map

I think all functions in
this map are well
integrated

I thought there was too
much inconsistency in
this system.

I would imagine that
most people would learn
to use this system very
quickly

I found the system very
cumbersome to use

I needed to learn a lot of
things before I could get
going with this map
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I felt very confident in
using this map
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Part Four: Question and Answer

1. Do you like the interface layout of the map? (Yes/No) Any suggestions about the
layout improvement?

2. Which part is the most difficult in learning to use this web map?

3. Do you think it is easy to understand the meaning of the symbols? If not, which
symbols need to be changed?

4. Which functions in the web map did you find most difficult to use?

5. Do you think the search bar is useful in the map? Why?

6. Do you think there are any new functions that need to be added? What are they?

7. Do you like this map? (Yes/ No). Can you share some ideas about how to improve
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this map?
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Appendix K: Analysis of the Statistical Significance of Differences in
Time-Taken
The statistical significance of the differences in time-taken was calculated in Microsoft Excel 2007.

Native English Speakers

Non- English Speakers

Illiterate People

17.15

25.38

67.49

12.1

32.17

75.32

21.15

14.05

65.43

9.07

29.11

57.31

22.41

41.09

81.57

19.59

32.11

66.46

10

27.08

42.15

13.41

33.31

71.67

14.01

19

35.52

15.23

44.21

56.94

7.07

27.54

66.37

26.34

33.21

78.44

31.52

20.51

57.75

17.05

50.07

46.38

19.11

24.33

51.43

22.34

17.09

59.59

30.11

9.04

47.78

18.21

30.08

68.34

21.28

34.57

57.01

9.45

22.31

57.5

24.41

16.24

59.27

13.77

32.54

69.22

30.42

27.34

46

27.12

50.45

74.49
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All the units of time are converted into numeric data. This Appendix provides an example calculation.
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34.01

24.59

55.33

10.48

26.33

46.21

12.37

27.11

39

15.44

17.41

43.42

18.08

33.33

55.58

28.05

26.38

69.13

The result illustrate the analysis for both rows and columns, the key information for measuring the
significance is “F”, “P-value” and “F crit” of the columns.

Source of
Variation

SS

df

MS

F

P-value

F crit

1915.561

29

66.05383569

0.790321838

0.734818325

1.860811435

Columns

1280.941

1

1280.941215

15.326223

0.000503857

4.182964289

Error

2423.774

29

83.57840121
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Appendix L: How to calculate SUS Score
To calculate the SUS score, each item's score ranges from 0 to 4. For items of an uneven number
(13.5….9), the score contribution is the scale position minus 1. For items with an even number
(2,4….10), the score contribution is 5 minus the scale position. All score contributions were added
together and then multiplied by 2.5 to convert the conventional score (0~40) to the final score (0~100)
(Brooke, 1996). Based on previous study, a SUS score above a 68 would be considered above average
and anything below 68 is below average (Brooke, 1996; Borsci, 2009; Bangor et al., 2009).
An example is shown below:
In the following example, the score contribution of items with uneven numbers is 2, 3, 1, 2 and 1
respectively. The score contribution of items with even number are 3, 2, 4, 1,0. The sum of score
contributions is 2+3+1+2+1+3+2+4+1+0 = 18. The SU score is 18 * 2.5 =45. As 45 is much smaller
than 68 (average score), the usability of this product is not high, as assessed by this individual

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

Strong Agree

I think that I would use
this map frequently

1

2

3
√

4

5

I found this map
unnecessarily complex

1

2
√

3

4

5

I thought this map is
easy to use

1

2

3

4
√

5

I think that I would need
the support of a
technical person to be
able to use this map

1

2

3
√

4

5

I think all functions in
this map are well
integrated

1

2
√

3

4

5

I thought there was too
much inconsistency in
this system

1
√

2

3

4

5
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Usability Evaluation
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1

2

3
√

4

5

I found the system very
cumbersome to use

1

2

3

4
√

5

I felt very confident in
using this map

1

2
√

3

4

5

I needed to learn a lot of
things before I could get
going with this map.

1

2

3

4

5
√
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I would imagine that
most people would learn
to use this system very
quickly
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Appendix M: Significant Difference of SUS scores for each Group

To calculate the significance of the difference in SUS scores for each kind of map, the first step was
to list all SUS scores for each map within one participant category, then calculate the significance
measures in Microsoft Excel 2007 as shown in Appendix F. The example below is intended to show
the listing of SUS scores of different all kinds of maps for each specific participant:

Native English Speakers

Text-free
with
Symbol and Audio

82.5

67.5

87.5

55

57.5

77.5

62.5

85

57.5

80

72.5

57.5

75

57.5

60

67.5

70

85

75

67.5

87.5

67.5

77.5

50

75

77.5

65

85

65

65
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Text
with Text-free
with
Text
with Text-free with
Symbol-only symbol-only
Audio-only
Audio-only

138

Non- English Speakers

Text
with Text-free
with
Text
with Text-free with
Symbol-only symbol-only
Audio-only
Audio-only

Text-free
with
Symbol and Audio

55

67.5

52.5

30

45

70

65

35

27.5

55

62.5

62.5

57.5

47.5

72.5

65

65

40

35

65

70

70

37.5

45

65

67.5

75

47.5

40

57.5

Illiterate People
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Text
with Text-free
with
Text
with Text-free with
Symbol-only symbol-only
Audio-only
Audio-only

Text-free
with
Symbol and Audio

42.5

17.5

45

30

50

37.5

27.5

32.5

15

42.5

30

7.5

35

27.5

75
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35

35

32.5

70

37.5

20

35

20

55

40

27.5

42.5

25

52.5
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22.5
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Appendix N: Test Record

Test Record
Test One
Time Recording

Task One

How long is the route (Massey University to
Albany Bus Station)

How long is the route (Albany Bus Station
to Sky Tower)

Task Two
How long for first place Search (Massey
University)
How long for second place Search (Albany
Bus Station)
How long for third place Search (Sky Tower)

How long for first symbol Search

How long for second symbol Search
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How long for third symbol Search
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How did you finish the task

Task No

Is it the shortest route? (M to
A)

Yes

Not Shortest Route

Wrong Landmark

Is it the shortest route? (A to
S)

Yes

Not Shortest Route

Wrong Landmark

How do you finish
the first place
search?

Text Search
Bar

Symbol
Search Bar

Audio
Search
Bar

Observation

Not
Finished

Text Search
Bar

Symbol
Search Bar

Audio
Search
Bar

Observation

Not
Finished

Observation

Not
Finished

How do you finish
the second place
search?

How do you finish
the third place
search?

2.

3.

Text Search
Bar

Find my position
successfully?

Symbol
Search Bar

Audio
Search
Bar

YES

NO

Find first symbol
successfully?

YES

NO

Find second symbol
successfully?

YES

NO

Find third symbol
successfully?

YES

NO
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Can you tell place names
of all three symbols
correctly?

YES

NO

If No, what are these
incorrect symbols?

YES

NO
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4.
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Appendix O: Questionnaire for Map Evaluation (Chinese Version)

᪢Ꮠᆅ⚦ⓗ学孉ཬ孬ఒ

校┠せ
征ḟ⭆樴ⓗ┠㞯⮡᪢Ꮠᆅ⚦ⓗ学孉ཬ孬ఒࠋ⏤ன⨒栝ᆅ⚦㠀ᖖὶ⾜㸪ణ孠ከ▱Ꮠᡈྈ
宜ẕ宕ⓗே᪢ἲ⏝ᏭẔᅉᷢ征லᆅ⚦㒔ᇶனᩥᏐࠋ ᩚ୭◊✲彯⛬ໟᣓ㸸◴ᐃせ学孉ⓗᆅ
⚦⛇䰣(ዴ㸪乗⚦㞯㸪乗宕㡢㸪⚦㞯ᩥᏐ); 学孉┦⸼ⓗᆅ⚦ᖼୟ⮡ᆅ⚦ⓗྍ⏝ᛶ徃⾜孬ఒࠋ
᭱买乻ᯝᒎ♧᭱㏧ྜᩥ┣⏝ⓗᆅ⚦ࠋ
Ṉḟ⮡ᕬ学孉ⓗᆅ⚦ⓗ孬ఒ宫㞍ࠋᅾṈḟ宫㞍୰ᝍ⿕せồᡂ 5 ୭௵≉㸪ᖼୟ㟂せᝍ亁ฟ
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椰ࠋ⮡னᩥ┣ᡃྉ㉍࿌宣ฟᖼୟᖎຓẔᡂࠋ
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୭ே斖桀
実ᅤฟ఼ⓗᖺ漬Ⱳ⚜

15~25

25~35

35~45

45~55

୍⯡

ᚇᖖ⏝

୍⯡

ᚇᖖ⏝

55~65

఼ⓗ俴᷂?

⏝ᆅ⚦ⓗ根⋡? (実ᅤฟ⟅)
ᮍ

ᚇᑡ⏝

⏝⨒栝ᆅ⚦ⓗ根⋡? (実ᅤฟ⟅)
ᮍ

ᚇᑡ⏝

఼ⓗẕ宕ொ? (実ᅤฟ⟅)
ⱥ宕

୰ᩥ



఼ⱥ宕宜ᚓᛠ㟟? (実ᅤฟ⟅)
୍
୍Ⅼ

୍⯡

ᚇዲ

| 1/1/2016
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௵≉ 1㸸㊰乧㞍宊
ᘙጞ存
᰿ᤣ௨ୗ⾲᱁ิฟⓗᆅྡᢍฟ୩᮲᭱㏆ⓗ㊰乧㸪ᅾẗ୍᮲乧㊰ୖ఼㟂せᐃᷱ 2 ୭ᆅ㞯ࠋ

㊰乧

୩୭ᆅ㞯

ᱵすᏛ

ዟ霁ᕮᑽ弎❰
霁ᕮᑽ
ዟ霁ᕮᑽ弎❰

| 1/1/2016

ኳ✵ሪ
ኳ✵
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௵≉ 2: ⏝ᛶ㳳孽
ᛶ⬟孬ఒ

笶Ⅿ
Ⅿྠព

ྠព

◴ᐃ

ྠព

௵≉ᗎิ

௵≉

1.

⏝௵ఱ᪉ἲᢍฟ௨ୗ 3 ୭ᆅྡ (ᱵすᏛ㸪ኳ✵ሪ㸪ዟ
霁ᕮᑽ弎❰)

㠀ᖖྠព

⏝௵ఱ᪉ἲᢍฟ఼┠๓ⓗ⨨
2.

実⏝ᖹ⛣ᨺⓗ᪉ἲᢍฟ௨ୗ 3 ୭⚦㞯.

4.

実ᢍฟ௨ୗ 3 ୭⚦㞯ฟẔⓗᆅྡ

| 1/1/2016

3.
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ᡃ孌ᷢᡃ根⦾ᆅ
⏝宍ᆅ⚦

ᡃ⍹䍘宍ᆅ⚦ᚲせ
ᚓኞ㛪

ᡃ孌ᷢᆅ⚦⏝䬨⋽

ᡃ孌ᷢᡃ㟂せ⇓ேᖎ
ᡃ⏝宍ᆅ⚦

ᡃ孌ᷢᆅ⚦ⓗຌ⬟ᚇ
ᩚ

ᡃ孌ᷢᆅ⚦୰᭷ኴከ
୍⮴

ᡃ孌ᷢேẔᚇᛌᆅ
Ꮫ⏝ᆅ⚦

ᡃ⍹䍘ᆅ⚦晦௨⏝

ᡃ⏝ᆅ⚦㖞ᚇ⮬ಙ

ᅾᡃ⏝ᆅ⚦๓せᏛ
Ḉᚇከ᷄す

➨ 4 㒊ศ: ᩚయ孬ఒ

| 1/1/2016

➨ 3 㒊ศ: ⣔亇ᛶ⬟ & 㺉ពᗘ㳳孽
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3. ఼႐㫊⏺㠃ⓗᕸᒁ㸽㸦႐㫊/႐㫊)ࠋ᭷ொᨵ徃ព奩ࠋ

4. ఼孌ᷢ宍ᆅ⚦᭱晦ᏛḈ㑣㒊ศ?

5. ఼⬟ᚇᛌゎ征ல⚦㞯ⓗពᛮ? ዴᯝ⬟㸪ီல⚦㞯㟂せ⿕ᨵ徃?

6. ఼孌ᷢီ୭ຌ⬟᭱晦⏝ⓗ?

7. ఼孌ᷢᦏ⣴᭷⏝? ᷢொ?

8. ఼孌ᷢ㟂せῧຍီல᪂ຌ⬟㸽

| 1/1/2016

9. ఼႐㫊宍ᆅ⚦㸽 㸦႐㫊/႐㫊㸧᭷ီல㟂せᨵ徃ⓗ
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